Agenda

General Purposes Committee
Anderson Room, City Hall
6911 No. 3 Road
Monday, October 21, 2013
4:00 p.m.
Pg. #

ITEM

MINUTES
GP-3

Motion to adopt the minutes of the meeting of the General Purposes
Committee held on Monday, October 7, 2013.

DELEGATIONS
GP-11

1.

(1)

Jeff Norris, Chief Advancement Officer, Kwantlen Polytechnic
University, to update Council on construction and expansion plans at
Kwantlen’s Richmond campus.

ENGINEERING & PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
2.

ANNUAL REPORT FROM CITY CITIZEN REPRESENTATIVES TO
THE VANCOUVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AERONAUTICAL
NOISE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE (YVR ANMC)
(File Ref. No. 01-0153-04-01) (REDMS No. 3852220 v.4)

GP-22

See Page GP-22 for full report
Designated Speaker: Victor Wei
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General Purposes Committee Agenda – Monday, October 21, 2013
Pg. #

ITEM

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
(1)

That staff be directed to explore the recommendations of the City’s
citizen representatives to the YVR ANMC as outlined in Attachment 1
and provide a status update as part of the annual reporting process in
2014; and

(2)

That the reporting to General Purposes Committee of the City’s
citizen representatives to the YVR ANMC be revised from semiannually to annually in light of the reduced YVR ANMC meeting
frequency.

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
3.

DRAFT FEDERAL POLICY - ADDITIONS TO RESERVE/RESERVE
CREATION
(File Ref. No. 01-0010-00) (REDMS No. 4004073)

See Page GP-33 for full report

GP-33

Designated Speaker: Amarjeet Rattan
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
(1)

That Council receive for information, the staff analysis of the Draft
Federal Policy on Additions- to- Reserve/Reserve Creation, as outlined
in the October 2, 2013 report from the Director of Intergovernmental
Relations & Protocol Unit; and

(2)

That Council write to the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern
Development Canada expressing the City’s concerns with the Draft
Federal Policy on Additions-to-Reserve/Reserve Creation, and copies be
sent to MP Kerry- Lynne Findlay, MP Alice Wong, FCM and UBCM.
(Attachment 4).

ADJOURNMENT
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City of
Richmond

Minutes

General Purposes Committee
Date:

Monday, October 7, 20 13

Place:

Anderson Room
Richmond City Hall

Present:

Mayor Malcolm D. Brodie, Chair
Counci llor Chak Au
Counci ll or Linda Barnes
Counci ll or Derek Dang
Councillor Evelina Halsey-Brandt
Councillor Ken Johnston
Councillor Bill McNulty
Council lor Linda McPhail
Councillor Harold Steves

Call to Order:

The Chair called the meeting to order at 4:00 p.m.

MINUTES
It was moved and seconded
Tltat tlte milJutes of tIre meeting of tlte General Purposes Committee Iteld OIl
Monday, September 16, 2013, be adopted as circulated.

CARRIED

LAW & COMMUNITY SAFETY DEPARTMENT
I.

ENHANCED SorL MANAGEMENT IN THE AGRICULTURAL LAND
RESERVE
(File Ref. No. 12.806Q..01) (REDMS No. 393062 1 '1. 18)

Edward WarzeJ, Manager, Community Bylaws, provided background
information and clarified that staff are not recommending that the City assume
some Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) duties, but instead that the staff
report be fo rwarded to the City's Agricultural Advisory Committee (AAC) for
an opportunity to consider and comment. He noted that staff anticipate
reporting back to Committee after the AAC has had such an opportunity.
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I.

General Purposes Committee
Monday, October 7, 2013
Phyllis Carlyle, General Manager, Law and Community Safety, advised that
the ALe is amenable to entering into discussions to potentially authorize the
City (0 exercise the ALe's powers with regard to app li cations relating to nonfarm use of Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) land. However, such an
agreement would be entered into with no fi nancial contribution from the
ALe, and the City would be bound by ALe policies. Also, it was noted that
the ALe cannot delegate its decision making powers with regard to whether
an application for a property within the ALR is a farm usc or non-farm usc.
In reply to queries from Committee, Ms. Carlyle commented on potent ial next
steps and advised that the ALe wou ld remain the ultimate decision~maker
even with delegated authority 10 the City for non~farm use matter.
Discussion ensued regarding the potential need to hire additional staff to
administer ALC duties and it was suggested that efficiencies within the
Community Bylaws division be considered. Ms. Carlyle stated that a phased
approach is suggested in regard to the hiring of additional staff.
Discussion then ensued regarding a provincial core review of the Agricultural
Land Commission and Reserve, and the Chair requested that such comments
be reserved as the mancr is subject to a subsequent staff report.
Discussion further took place regarding proposed permit requirements in
accordance with proposed Bylaw 9002 and staff was requested to provide
information regarding insurance costs.
In rep ly to queries from Committee, Mr. Warzel commented on other
municipalities' Soil Watch Programs, noting that they are similar to the one
being proposed with the exception of minor variations. Mr. Warze! was
requested to provide information regarding how ne ighbouring municipalities'
Soil Watch Programs are functioning, and whether the program is making a
difference in the level of compliance.
Discussion took place regard ing the origin of the staff referrals and it was
noted that entering into a delegation agreement with the ALC would not
satisfy the City'S concerns with regard to fann use app lications as the ALC
cannot de legate this authority.
In response to a question from Committee, Mr. Warzel advised that by law
fines are lim ited to a maximum of $500; however. fines can be levied fo r
every day the offence continues to take place.
Discussion ensued and Committee cited concern with regard to (i) the need
for a Soil Watch Program and in particular as it relates to the need to hire
additional staff, and (ii) the City'S roles and responsibilities should it opt lo
enter into a delegation agreement with the ALe.

2.
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General Purposes Committee
Monday, October 7, 2013
Discussion ensued regardi ng soil removal and deposit activities associated
with farm and non-farm uses in the ALR.
May Leung, Staff Solicitor, stated that the ALe reviews proposals and what
material is anticipated to be deposited in order to detennine whether the
deposit acti vity is for farm use or non-farm use.
In reply to queries from the Chair, Ms. Leung advised that the proposed bylaw
amendments would allow the City to impose fees, depend ing on the volume
of so il deposited or removed, regardless of whether it is for farm or non-fann
usc purposes. Also, she stated that staff would be able to monitor such
activities based on the conditions of the permit.
Ms. Leung advised that if the material bei ng fill ed falls withi n farm use, there
is no recourse for the City or the ALC because the activity is not ill egal.
Mr. Warzel spoke of the proposed bylaws, not ing that a pennit process would
serve as a mechanism for the City to be made aware of all soi l and deposit
activities throughout Richmond.
Discussion ensued and it was noted that the City and the Province have
diverging views o n what type of fill should be permitted on ALR land.
In reply to queries from Committee, Ms. Leung advised that fann use is an
entitled use under the Agricultural Land Commission Act. Also, she advised
that under the City's current bylaws, the only permit required is for non-farm
use appl ications. Moreover, Ms. Leung stated that under the Community
CharIer, any muni cipal bylaw addressing the qual ity of soil must be approved
by the Minister of Environment; however, it is staff's understanding that the
Ministry of Environment is not open to municipal bylaws regulating the
quality of soi l.

Di scussion further took place regarding the City's enforcement options under
its current bylaws and Magda Laijee, Supervisor, Community By laws,
advised that court action is the C ity's only recourse.
Tom Land, Vice President and General Manager, Ecowaste Industries Ltd.,
was of the opinion that the proposed bylaw amendments would significantly
impact Ecowaste's operations. Mr. Land requested that the proposed bylaws
recognizc the difference bctween farming operations in the ALR and those of
commercial operations like Ecowastc's. He commented on several operating
certificates and licences issued by the Ministry of Environment and Metro
Vancouver, noting that commercial operat ions on ALR land are already
highly regulated. Mr. Land commented on the proposed fees as per the
proposed bylaw amendments, and noted that such fees would result in
Ecowasle passing on some of its costs to its customers, which in tum may
result in less compliance.

3.
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General Purposes Committee

Monday, October 7, 2013
Mr. Land concluded by requesting that the proposed bylaw amendments be
further amended to exempt any commercial operation with operat ing
certificates from the Ministry of Environment and li cences from Metro
Vancouver.

In reply to queries from Committee, Mr. Land was of the opinion that there
arc no other commercial entities in Richmond with cert ificates from the
Ministry of Environment and li cen,ces from Metro Vancouver. Also, he stated
that the proposed add itional fec of SO.50 per cubic metre of soil deposited or
removed would significantl y negatively affect Ecowaste's operating costs.
As a result of the discussions, the foll owing referral was made:
It was moved and seconded

rhat lite stafl report titled En hanced Soil Mallagemellt ill the Agricultural
Laml Reserve (dated October 2, 2013 from the Gen eral Mallager, Law &
Community Safety) be referred back to staff for more examination of the
possibilities, ill particular:
(1)

for more discussion with the ALC 0 11 the possibilities afwhat each of
tlte parties call do;

(2)

a general discussion

(3)

all examination of previous soil bylaws ill Ricltmoml alld what /l OW
exists ill terms of tlte substallce of tlte soil bylaw, th e enforcement
provisiolls, as well as limitatiolls,. ami

(4)

tlte illterposition of commercial lalldfills ill ,lte ALR, whiclt are
regulated lI11der tlte Province ami Metro Vall COll ver.

0 11

tlte role of tlte ALe,.

The question on the referral was not called as staff wa,> directed to provide in
the next report a simplifi ed table wh ich describes agricultural and nonagricultural uses and whether the City has authority ovcr those mattcr or
whether or not the ALC can delegate its authority to the City with regard to
those matters under a delegation agreement.
The question on the referral was then called and it was CARm ED.
It was moved and seconded

That tlte order of the agenda be varied to consider Item No.5 at this point ill
tlte meeting.
CARRI ED
Cllr. Au left /he meeting (5:14 p.m.) and returned (5: 15 p.m.).

4.
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General Purposes Committee
Monday, October 7,2013

PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
S.

PROVINCIAL CORE REVIEW OF THE AGRICULTURAL LAND
COMMISSION AND RESERVE
(File Ref. No. OI-OI50-20-BCALI ) (REDMS No. 4(05756)

It was moved and seconded
(1)
rhat as 'lte Provincial Government is COlldlictiug a Core Review of
its

programs

alUl

services

including

fhe

Agricultural

Lalld

Commission (ALC) alld Reserve (ALR), ami as opportunities for
COllncil ami public CDrlSllltatioll during the Review are IIncleaT,
Council write fhe Premier ami Minister of Agriculture requesting
,hal the Core Review:
(a)

protect, ellJlllU ce, at/equately fund, alld ellforce lite Agricultural
Lalld Reserve, Agrieuilllral Lalld Commissioll, lIlId its policies;
and

(b)

enable cOllsultatioll

opportlillities for

City Council, lite

Richmond Agriculture Advisory Committee (AAC) alld public;
alld
(2)

Tltat copies of the leiter be sellt to all Members of the Legislative
Assembly (MUs), the Metro Vmlcollver Board alld IOClll
gOllemmellts, the Port Metro Vancouver Board, alld the Core Review
Panel.

CARRIED

FINANCE AND CORPORATE SERVICES DEPARTMENT
2.

FLAGS POLICY
(File Ref. No. 01-0093-02) (REDMS No. 3862456 v.6)

In reply to a query from Committee, Denise Tambellini, Manager,
Intergovernmental Relations and Protocol Unit, advised that the proposed
policy appl ies only to flags displayed on city property.
Discussion ensued and the Chair requested that the proposed policy document
be amended to reflect the follO\ving:
(i)

under section 1.5 - the nag of the City of Richmond (Richmond only)
take precedence over the Canadian Olympic flag;

s.
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General Purposes Committee

Monday, October 7, 2013
Oi)

under section 2.6 - decisions to fly fl ags at half-mast on municipal
property, on occasions not provided for in this policy, wi ll be made by
the Mayor after consultation with members of City Council , the Chief
Administrative QITicer, the City Clerk, or otherwise as the Mayor shall
deem appropriate; and

(iii)

under section 3.7 - the Ci ty of Richmond will not display flags or guest
organizationa l banners other than those described above without the
consent of City Counci l.

II was moved and seconded

(1)

Th aI Policy 1305 - "Flags" (A ttachment J) adopted by COlOtcil Oil
JUlie 23, 1986 be rescinded,- aud

(2)

ThaI th e proposel/ Flags Policy (A ttachment 2), as amended by
Committee, be adopted.

CARRI ED
3.

ALTERNATIVE AP PROVAL PRO CESS AND NOTIFICATION
OPT IO NS FOR CA Mil lE FIELD - SAL E O F PARK BYLAW 8927
(3651 SEXSMlTH ROAD)
(File Ref. No. 12.8060.2Q.8927) (REDMS No. 3733984 vA)

Discussion ensued regarding advertising optio ns for the proposed Alternative
App roval Process and it was noted that in an effort to be responsive to all
Richmond residents, a translated news release in the Ming Pac and Sing Tao
newspapers would be included as part of the enhanced and expanded notice
process.
It was moved and seconded
(1)
That, ollly f ollowing third reat/iug of Cambie Field - Sale of Park
Byla w 892 7, all Alternative A pproval Process he couducled IInder th e
followillg parameters:

(a)

The deadlille fo r receiving compleled elec/or response f orms is
5:00 pm (PST)

0 11

F riday, J alJuary 1 7, 2014;

(b)

Th e elector response f orm ;Ji SlIbSlollli{flly in lite form as f ound
in At/aclnl/enl -' 10 lite slaff report dated Oclober 4, 2013 from
tlt e Director, Cily Clerk's Office;

(c)

The Ilumber a/eligible electors is determilled 10 be 131.082 (lil t!
'lt e tell percell' tltreslt old for 'lt e AAP is determined 10 be
13,108; alUl

6.
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General Purposes Committee

Monday, October 7, 2013
(2)

ThaI all enhanced public notificatioJl process be Ilm/erlakell for the
C(l11,bie Field - Sale of Park Bylaw 8927 A llema/ive Approval
Process which illcllldes a summarized Ilews release heing sellt 10 the
media, including 'h e Richmond News, file Richmond Review, 'he
Millg Pao, amI 'h e Sillg Tao lIewspapen', an official legal /lotice ill
lit e City sectioll of lit e Richmond Review, and a IIwiled uolice in
additioll to the prescrihed statlt/ory notificatioll requirements.
CARRIED

4.

WHITE I'APE R ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS REFORM
AND CONSULTATION PROCESS FOR FURTHER REFORMS
(File Ref. No. 12.8125-01 ) (REDMS No. 3983724 v.2)

In reply to queries from Comm ittee, David Weber. Director, City Clcrk's
Office, advised that (i) under the proposed legislation campaign finance
disclosure statements are to be filed with Elections Be and will be made
availab le to the public on-line and (ii ) the proposed legislation does not
address the date of the election changi ng to October.
It was moved and seconded

That th e staff report titled White Paper 011 Local Government Elections
Reform allli COllsultation Process for Further Reforms (dated September
19,2013 from the Director, City Clerk's Office) be receivedfor ill/ormation,
CARRIED

PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
5.

PROVINCIAL CORE REVIE W OF THE AGRICULTURAL LAND
COMMISSION AND RESE RVE
(File Ref. No.) (RED MS No. 4005756)

Please see Page 5 for action on this matter.

ADJOURNMENT
It was moved and seconded

That the meeting adjollfll (5:39 p.m.).
CARRI ED

7.
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General Purposes Committee

Monday, October 7, 2013

Certified a true and correct copy of the
Minutes of the meet ing of the General
Purposes Committee of the Council of the
City of Riclunond held on Monday,
October 7, 2013.

Mayor Malcolm D. Brodie
Chair

Hanieh Berg
Committee Clerk

8.
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KPU previews Chip and Shannon Wilson School of Design

Page 1 of2

~

KPU I

KWANTLEN POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY

Kwantlen News

For immediate release
August 15, 2013
Exclusive 3D preview of Chip & Shannon Wilson School of Design
Metro Vancouver, BC - KPU Richmond will be hosting an exclusive 3D preview and virtual tour of the upcoming Chip
and Shannon Wilson School of Design , a $36-million industry-leading facility that will be a hub for fashion and design
in Metro Vancouver.
The state-of-the-art expansion was made possible by a generous $12-million gift from Shannon and Chip Wilson, and
lululemon athletica; a donation matched by both the province and KPU. Over the next three years, the building will
become the focal point of the campus, the catalyst that transforms KPU Richmond into a "destination university" for
fashion and design students from B.C., Canada and abroad.
Both Chip and Shannon Wilson will be attending the event on August 20, along with representatives from KPU,
leaders in the fashion industry, community representatives - including Richmond Mayor Malcolm Brodie - and the
design team behind the project .
The open-house will provide an opportunity for students, industry and community members to learn more about the
Chip and Shannon Wilson School of Design, and the programs it will facilitate . It's also the chance to be one of the first
to explore the new facility with an architecturally accurate 3D virtual tour.
Where: KPU Richmond , 8771 Lansdowne Road, in the Rotunda on the Main Floor
When: 4:30 - 7 p.m.
Info: Refreshments and complimentary parking will be available.
The new School of Design will offer innovative education in fashion, interior and product design and graphic design for
marketing. It will house an advanced research space that fosters collaboration between designers, strategic
technologists and industry leaders. Once complete , the new facility will increase on-campus academic space by 124
per cent.

GP - 11
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KPU previews Chip and Shannon Wilson School of Design

Page 2 of2

Kwant/en Polytechnic University has been serving the Metro Vancouver region for 30 years, and has opened doors to
success for more than 250,000 people. Four campuses-Richmond, Surrey, Cloverdale and Langley-offer a
comprehensive range of sought-after programs, including business, liberal arts, science, design, health, trades and
technology, apprenticeships, horticulture, and academic and career advancement. Over 18,000 students annually
have a choice from over 200 programs, including bachelors degrees, associate degrees, diplomas, certificates and
citations. Learn more at www.kpu .ca.

-30For more information about KPU, contact:
Hayley Woodin
Media Specialist

Tel: 604.599.2883
hayley.wood in@kpu .ca
Copyright © Kwantlen Polytechnic University
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an iconic building that w ill stimulate
creativity ana foster innovation.

CONSTRUCTION HAS
BEGUN ON TblE NEW
CHIP AND SHAHNON
WILSON SCHOOL OF DESIGN.
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THE NEW
CHIP AND
SHANNON
WILSON
SCHOOt OF
DESIGN WILL
BE HOME
TO:

• Interior Design
• Product Design
• Graphic Design for Marketing

Meanwhile, program srO'Nth ard enhancement wil continue along with cOllStruction.
A post-baccawreate diploma in technical apparel design. which wiU combine design.
business coo technology to develop a new generation 01 design thinkers. will welcome its
first students in ,January 2014.

And there's more. Advanced research space will be created where visionaries.
design innovators and strategic technologists wi~ emerge to lead the design industry.

• Fashion 6 Technology
• Fashion Marketing

• Foundations in Design

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
INCLUDING

A8~

.

/

/ KPlJ!S GRADUATES
HIGH
DEMANP FOR TH8?CREATIVE AI'ILIi
TECHNICAL EXPE;RTISE, GROUNDZD
BY A MARK~-RIVEN APPROACH AND
STRONG TIE; . 0 INDUSTRY /
/
~
.

e:xcif

t9"

"

new fIVe -storey design facility tokesihape
the next two years, other
developments will unfokl at KPU Richmord, where
million in refurbishment to
t
current building will be completed ,th!f; fall with signiflCont
stments already made
novate the CCXlSt Capital Sc:Mngs U9I'0ry 000 upgrade the e~lIe Centre for Dialogo/

/s as

The

Ch~
'P a
Sha
n Wilson School of Design is the %ne of its k:ind 1n Canada, arK!
there is
h m e in store at this urban comJ<u& ~ new building will increose academic
space
the mpus by 4. 900 square metres'{53.000 square feet), and act as a
catalyst to
elop KPU Richmond into a ·dest~on campus.·
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<:orrvh:r.i.ty. crd~tu-e ond Food Systems fey Plbic EdJcotOf"'S.

.,-nv-ee ~ posFI5occciIcueate-prograns n Food System J:ltorri-lg.Indigenous Food ond

• A nev!-

-m~
' I,o..tich ncK.fes 30 ~eseorchers OCt? SS se~ lI'Iive.r-Sities.-_' .
..
of SCiencetin PhysJcl for Modem Tecmid OSY wi! Io..Jnch in ttJ, next
l~mon"l1 I
,I
I
I ~ , . =
/~ ~', Boc;he !-Of-~lence·in~~A-g&liturl.:f p~_to ,OOd a fUI worvs
!"!!9-- -C '/"Y n'~
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.

• The s u s Q F99d

KPU~r~
,~",
Here a~e ju; t scm of the plar ned prOQram innovations
for t~iS co
us:
~

J

But it tetes, for~..tl::P'I---.E9t1o;s and rporta- to bUIa'o world-tbss~. KPUis the Iorge.!L-,
hstitution of '
~ SOUth"Of-the .Fruser._~tne,lofsE\stof tt1E' ~ l.I"1iversities-n
Y\kstem Ccn:rla
contin.Jed imovation in ocodemic oHeW wi be a hcJIrilcrl: of the new

I

oh:l

J

envisioned for KPU Ridrnond is c student residence bI...i:kIg. The
prdposed ~e fo.-KPU to be located n RidYnord ....... be developed with two pu-poses
n rrn:t Mig options for OIJ gr<Mi'1g r,terrotiord student ~· ond also on ~ive
~ centre'thot wi oklw for intensive Ic:Jrguoge iryvnersion for 01 ilterested stUaents. both
do!;restB
~t~iOncnhis ~ m.J:ti-purpose residence wiN aI~.students to iry;merse
themsetve~ in ~h .9ther's languages and cultlXes. allowing them to "five" the kJngooges and
cultu.-e, th;y ace ~~
~>, r
Another e ..

-

A new Media Studies program that would incorporate facets of the Journalism.
Creative Writing. Rne Arts and English programs.
Expording the rlJmber of Modem Language courses offered.
An East Asian Studies program
A number of Continuing Education courses.
~
A degree in Interr.otional Business.
A post-baccalaureate program in Operations Management
A post-baccalaureate program in Human Resources.

cornerstone programs.

An accelerated English Language ProfICiency Diploma program.
A program to focus on Career Choices for NeoN Immigrants.
Unkages between Design aOO Rre Arts, adding even further breadth to two

In development for KPU Richmond:

A science wing.

A degree in Traditional Chinese Medicine.
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Diploma in Public Relations.

Associate Degree in Science. wit h specialUes in Chemistry. Biology, PhysCs and
Mathematics.
A post-baccalaureate diploma in Technical Apparel.
AU diploma requirement s for"the School of Business.

Full degrees in Crimil'lOlogy and Psychology.

Six undergraduate programs in Design.

KPU RICHMOND IS ALREADY
A THRIVING CAMPUS WHERE
NEARLY 9,000 STUDENTS
COMPLETE THEIR STUDIES
EACH YEAR, INCLUDING:

GP - 20

Dr. ,6Jon Davis
President 6 VICe Choncelor
K'NOI"Itien Po/ytectri:: tJniversity

VI/e ere grotef1.A to ttis cOl'TY'f'U"'dy for portnering with
us for so many years. and we look fOlWOrd to serving
RidYnond and edJcatng tomorro..ts i'ldustry and
cOfTYTU"'lity Iecx:Iers. for many more yeas to come.

KPU Richmond is roN home to more fOur- year degree
prosroms thon ever. Our academic offerings are
designed to respord to the needs of irdustry ard
the l1"ICII'1cetploce. Beco.JSe of tns 0t..I" ~es ore
invnediatelyable to contribute to the .. chosen fiek:ls
and to the brooder comm.Jl"lity.

For 32 years KPU has proudly served the Richmond
community with acooemic pr~ams designed to
reflect the expectation of excellence exemplified by
its residents. As Richmond continues to grow. we are
grCYJing with it. investing more than $40 miHioo in new
learning space for our students.

Mayor MoIcok"n Brcxiie
Oty of Richmond

celebrates (T"Ajti-ethricity ond believes in offering its
citizens the opportu"Iity to work ond lean within their
0INn cOlTYTll.ll'lity.

The City of Rictvnond ord KPU ore committed to the
some vision for 0lX COITVl"lXlity - a dyncrnic city that

n-.e

As Mayor of the City of Rdlmord for the post 12 yeors
and as a resident for over 30 years, I hove experienced
firsthand the rapid gravvth thot has transformed 0lJ'"
community.
success of our comrrunity depends
on its ab~ity to provide our fIouishing economy and
expanding popUation with the opportl..llity of education
and job training. The presence of KPU RictYnord is a
vita corrponent of our future.
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City of
Richmond

Report to Committee

To:

General Purposes Comm ittee

Date:

October 1, 2013

From:

V ictor Wei , P. Eng.
Director, Transportation

File:

01 -0153-04-01/2013Vol 01

Re:

Annual Report from City Citizen Representatives to the Vancouver
International Airport Aeronautical Noise Management Committee (YVR ANMC)

Staff Recommendation

I. That staff be directed to explore the reconunendations of the City ' s citizen representatives to
the YVR ANMC as out lined in Attachment 1 and provide a status update as part of the
annual reporting process in 2014.
2. That the reporting to General Purposes Committee of the City's citizen representatives to the
YVR ANMC be revised from semi-annually to annually in light of the reduced YVR ANMC
meeting frequency.

Z-c

?-,

Victor Wei, P. Eng.
Director, Transportation
(604-276-4 13 1)
Att.2

REPORT CONCURRENCE
ROUTED To:

Policy Plann ing
REVIEWED BY DIRECTORS

CONCURRENCE

IW'"
INITIALS:

DW

3852220

CDNCU2
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DYEO.
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EN:
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MANAGER

I

I

October I, 2013

-2-

File: 01-0153-04-0 1

Staff Report

Origin
Since Cmlllcil's endorsement of the final recommendations from the Richmond Airport Noise
Citizens Advisory Task Force in June 2010, the City's two citizen appointees to the YVR ANMC
have been providing updates directly to the General Purposes Comminee on agenda items discussed
at the YVR ANMC meetings. Following the last update in July 2012, this report provides the
latest update through:
•
•

an overview of the agenda items discussed at the four YVR ANMC meetings held between
September 20 12 and September 20 13; and
a memorandum prepared by the City's appointees to the YVR ANMC (see Attachment 1).

Analysis

I. Agenda Items Discussed at YVR ANMC Meetings
The YVR ANMC continues to achieve good participation from all cities and agencies with the
opportunity for insightfu] discussions on a wide range of aeronautical noise-related topics as well as
continued educational tours to enhance members' understanding of airport operations. A summary
of key agenda items discussed at Conunittee meetings held between September 20 12 and
September 2013 is provided below.
1. 1 Night-time Operations Study
A study of night-time (defined as the period between midnight and 6:00 am) operations was
completed to determine if the current approval guideline for night-time jet operations is suffic ient
or if new guidelines/restrictions based on aircraft noise levels should be considered. Current
airport procedures to manage noise at night include:
•
•
•
•

closing the north runway nightly between 10:00 pm and 7:00 am, except for emergencies and
maintenance;
using two-directional flow and preferential runways to keep arrivals and departures over the
Strait of Georgia as much as possible (weather permitting);
using special air traffic contro l procedures for particular operations to minimize over-flights
of populated areas; and
having an approval requirement for jet operations between midnight and 7:00 am .

In 20 11 , there were approximately 7,490 night operations (down approximately 16 per cent from
the peak in 2000), which translates to around 20 operations per night. Approximately 64 per cent
of the total night operations are landings, w hi ch tend to be quieter than departures. Between
January 2010 and October 20 12, approximatcly 530 complaints from across the region were
received regarding night operations (19 per cent of the total complaints).
N ight operations to As ia-Pacific are forecast to continue to increase in the future due to growing
demand and a desire for stronger econom ic and business ties with the area. The likely aircraft to
operate these flights are the 8777 and the new 8787, both of which meet Chapter 4 requirements
385222(1
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(i.e., the quietest planes available). The VAA is not proposing additional night access
restrictions due to the economic benefits generated in temlS of jobs, wages, taxes, and GDP.
The VAA is proposing the following amendments to Night Restrictions - Part /I in the YVR
Noise Abatement Procedures (NAP) to ensure greater clarity and consistency:
•

Eliminate Approval Requirement for Arrivals: would provide consistency between NAP and
approval guidelines as all night-time arrival operations, which are quieter than departures, are
currently permitted.

•

Reduce Night-time Period for Approvals: the definition of night-time would be amended
[TOm between midnight and 7:00 am to between midnight and 6:00 am in order to provide
consistency between NAP and approval guidelines as all operations (arrivals and departures)
between 6:00 am and 7:00 am are currently permitted.

•

Prior Approval Requirement to be applicable only to jet aircraft over 34,000 kg. The current
wording states that jet aircraft cargo, air carrier scheduled and charter flights require prior
approval but not private flights. The proposed amendment would make operating weight the
criterion for applicability. The weight was chosen to exclude the vast majority of business
jets from the approval process as these operations are currently approved, have very few
night-time operations and are 110t a noise issue for the community. Given the separate
amendment to eliminate the approval requirement for arrivals, the effect of this amendment is
that prior approval is required only for departures.

As directed by Transport Canada, the approval process for the proposed amendments requires
consultation, economic analysis, cost-benefit analysis, alternative evaluation, etc. VAA will
consult with operators and pilots and intends to submit the proposed wording amendments to
Transport Canada in 2013.
1.2 Float Plane Operations
In 2012, a number of operational best practices were identified in consultation with the float
plane operators using the Middle Arm of the Fraser River. As a result oftbjs work, the following
wording was approved by Transport Canada and published in the 2013 editions of the Canada
Flight Supplement and the Water Aerodrome Supplement (WAS):
Consistent with safe aircraft operations, the following are recommended operational procedures:
1. Take-offs Westbound and landings Eastbound are preferred when wind and water conditions
permit.
2. Use low RPM reduced noise take-off when able.
3. Avoid departure routes that fly over the City of Richmond, whenever possible.
4. Avoid using Nreverse thrust" after landing to slow the aircraft.
5. Maintain 500 feet ASL when flying the Westminster Hwy downwind route.
6. Join the downwind circuit for the Westbound landing after passing the TERRA NOVA waypoint
unless directed by A TC.

VAA 1S now preparing an informational brochure outlining the best practices for distribution to
operators in Spring 2014. The two-sided brochure will include:
•

maps identifying the landingltake-offarea of the river and the preferred routes for approaches
and take-offs; and
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the WAS wording regarding operational practices as well as background infonnation on float
plane operations within the context ofYVR ' s noise management program.

In addition, the altitude of transit routes over Richmond and YVR used by fl oat planes travelling
between Vancouver Harbour and Victoria Harbour was raised by NA V CANADA in early 20 12
to avoid conflict with the missed approach altitude for the north runway. While this change was
made to enhance aviation safety, it generated a community benefit as float planes now operate at
a higher altitude while transiting over the city.
1.3 20 12 Aeronautical Noise Management Report

Table 1: Noise Complaints to
VAA f or 2012
Municipality/Area
#
%
South Delta

The number of noise concerns received by the VAA in 2012
Richmond
Surrey
was up slightly from 201 1 but still lower than the recent peak
Vancouver
in 2009. A total 0[903 noise concerns were logged in 20 12,
North Delta
which is a 15 per cent increase from 201 1 and a 58 per cent
Burnaby
decrease from 2009. Consistent with past years, most concerns
Other/Unknown
are associated with over-fl ights (79 per cent) and departures
Total
(1 1 per cent). As shown in Table 1, complaints fro m Rlchmond
residents accounted for 19 per cent of the total received, which is similar to past years.

320

35

172

19

165
137
62
17
30

18
15
7
2
3

903

100

Of those complaints received from Richmond residents, the operational concerns identified include
take-offs (22 per cent), run-ups (20 per cent) and approach/landing (II per cent). Over one-quarter
(26 per cent) of complaints did not identify a particular operational concern. For each type of
operational concern, the most cormnon complaints were loud or excessive noise (30 per cent), sleep
disturbance (21 per cent) and low flying aircraft (15 per cent).
The VAA also provided testimony as part of legal proceedings in November 2012 arising from a
claim fi led by a Richmond resident seeking monetary compensation due to lost potential income as
a result of being disturbed by night-time engine run-up noise. The Small Claims Court ruled in
favour of the V AA.
1.4 Member Survey re Cormnittee Functionality
Ta ble 2 5 ummary 0 fCh ang es t 0 YVR ANMC 51rueI ure
A survey was distri buted to Committee
Topic
Outcome
members in October 2012 seeking
Venue
• Remain at YVR
feedback on meeting venue, meeting
• Reduced to 3 (from 4) meetings per year
Frequency
freque ncy, meeting fonnat, minutes
with one annual educational tour
and agenda, and quarterly reporting
• Remain closed to public but provide time
and communication. Table 2
for interested residents to present issues
Format
• Allow time for citizen representatives to
summarizes the changes to the
raise issues
Committee structure and operations
• Structure topics to allow more discussion
Agenda &
based on the feedback received.
• Decrease time required for distribution of
Minutes
Given that the Committee now meets
minutes and meeting materials
only three times each year, staff
Quarterly
• Ensure consistency across reports
Reports &
• Institute email notification to members of
propose that the City's citizen
Communications
irregular operations
representatives to the YVR ANMC
will henceforth report annually to General Purposes Committee, rather than semi-annually.
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I.S Update ofS-Year Noise Management Plan (20 14-2018)
As V AA's current5-Year Noi se

Management Plan (NMP) is now in its
fifth and final year, a new 5-year plan
is being developed during 201 3 for
delivery for approval to Transport
Canada by December 1,2013. Table3

Task

Major Work Elements

Issues
Identification

•
•

identifies the tasks, major work
elements and anticipated timelines.

Initiative
Development

V AA staff have prepared a draft NMP

Plan

that distils the input received to date

survey
Analyse noise concerns

01-02

•
•
02-03

•
•
•

•

Prepare draft Plan

Circulate to Committee for

Q3

~D",e:v"e",lo"p",m"e"n"t-+c-~~~~~~~~-=--...j------.j

(as described below in Sections 1.5. 1
Plan Approval • Submit I
to
04
and l. 5.2) into a number of focus
areas, each wi th specifi c actions and initiatives. This first draft of the plan was distributed to the

Committee for review on September 10,2013 and it is currently under review by staff. The draft
report along with staff corrunents will be presented in a ~eparate report in Novembe.f 20 13.
1.5.1

Issues Identification

Interview and on-line surveys regarding environmental concerns related to YVR including noi se
were conducted during March-April 20 13 for both the general public (305 respondents) and
stakeholders (88 respondents) including the YVR ANM C. 1 Respondents were asked to rank and
rate the importance of II various environmental topics, one of whi ch was "minimizing aircraft
noise in the community." The noise-related results include:
•

the general public did not rank aircraft noise among the top five most important topics whereas

stakeholders did;
•
•

65 and 76 per cent of the general public and stakeholders respectively rate minimizing aircraft
noise as very important or important;
32 per cent of respondents from Richmond reported being annoyed by aircraft noise at home in

201 2;
•
•

36 per cent of stakeholders rated the V AA's perfonnance on addressing aircraft noise as poor
and 39 per cent of the general public indicated that they did not know; and
stakeholders mainly provided suggestions to help reduce aircraft noise including control
and/or reduce fli ghts over residential areas, eliminate late night fli ghts and implement stricter
regulations.

1.5.2

Initiative Development

A noise management best practices report was commi ssioned by V AA to help identify potential
initiatives for the new NMP through:
I The " general public" comprise a representative sample of residents in the Lower Main land aged 18+ who were
interviewed while "stakeholders" are those res pondents who completed the on-li ne survey posted on the YVR
website. The geographical distribution of the general public respondents was representative of the overall
population of the Lower Mainland (e.g., nine percent of respondents were from Richmond). The stakeholders
comprise the general public who chose to complete the survey after seeing a notice on the YVR website as well as
individuals targeted by the VAA (e.g., members ofYVR ANMC and YVR EAC).
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a review of industry best practices related to aeronautical noise management across the areas
of policy, aircraft/engine technology, airport case studies, and corrununity consultation and
communication; and
a summary of practices for consideration at YVR along with the associated implementation
issues, potential effectiveness and costs to all stakeho lders.

The report identified a number of best practices (see Attachment 2) deemed most likely to be
applicable to YVR that could practically enhance the noise environment around the airport
andlor build stronger ties with the community through open djalogue about noise exposure.
These practices will be reviewed by staff as part of the separate report on the NMP to be
presented in November 2013. Some suggested practices require greater clarification and
justification with respect to the benefits to the City.

2. Memorandum from City's Appointees to the YVR ANMC
The City's citizen representatives to the YVR ANMC continue to uphold Richmond's profile at
the Committee and both contribute positively to discussions. Staff support the two
recommendations identified in the memorandum (i.e., that the City partner with the VAA on the
Fly QUiet Awards suchas the Mayor presenting the awards, and publicize and provide tr~ining
for residents in the use ofWebTrak to register airport noise complaints) and recommend that
their feasibility be explored. Staff would provide an update on the status of the two initiatives as
part of the annual report back in 20 14'.

Financial Impact
None.

Conclusion
The YVR ANMC remains a valuable forum for addressing aeronautical noise impacts on
Richmond. The process underway to develop VAA's new 2014-2018 Noise Management Plan
presents an opportunity for the City and the City's representatives to the YVR ANMC to suggest
and ensure that any new initiatives of the YVR ANMC are consistent with the overall goal of
minimizing aeronautical noise impacts to the community and enhancing residents' quality of life.

n

CM£JJJW,I\.

Joan Caravan
Transportation Planner
(604-276-4035)
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Attachment 1
To: City of Richmond Genera l Purposes Committee
From:

September 11, 2013

Haydn Acheson, Past City of Richmond Citizen YVR ANMC Representative
Margot Spronk, Current City of Richmond Citizen YVR ANMC Representative
Donald Flintoff, Current City of Richmond Citizen YVR ANMC Representative

2013 Status Report: YVR Aeronautical Noise Management Committee (YVR ANMC)
City Appointees
Haydn Acheson was first appointed to the YVR ANMC in January 2009 and re-appointed in 2011/2012
for a second and fina l term . Hadyn's experience as an airline pilot and senior airline executive, and
current role as President and General Manager at the Coast Mountain Bus Company, brought va luable
insight and expertise to his representation of Richmond citizen interests to the Committee.
The 2013-2014 term is the third YVR ANMC appointment for Margot Spronk. Margot was previously
NAV CANADA's General Manager for the Vancouver Flight Information Region, and worked as an air
traffic controller at the Vancouver Area Control Centre. Margot lives in Steveston.
Donald Flintoff was appointed to the YVR ANMC in January 2013 for a two-year term . Donald brings his
experience as a consulting engineer t o the table. Currently Dona ld is the Senior Electrical Engineer for
the British Columbia Utilities Commission, has lived in Richmond since 1975, and currently lives in the
Thompson area since 1988.
Past Year at t he Vancouver Aeronautical Noise Management Committee
Since our last report, the YVR ANMC met four times: September 12, 2012; December 12, 2012; April 24,
2013; and September 10, 2013. In 2012, YVR decided to eliminate the second quarter meeting and offer
an airside tour to familiarize YVR ANMC members with airport operations. This year's tour took place on
June 12, 2013 and included a presentation on wildlife management.

Highlights
•
•

•

Retirement of Haydn Acheson in December 2012 and appointment of new citizen representative
Don Flintoff.
Review and revision of night time operations guidelines. As background, in 2011 there were
7,490 night-time operations-approximately 20 operations per night. Of these, 66% are arrivals,
22% propeller-driven, 6% business jet, 33% narrow-body jet and 39% w ide-body jet. Night time
traffic over the past S years remains static at around 3% of daily operations. The revised
guidelines w ill reduce the night-time period when prior approval is required f rom the current
midn ight to 7 a.m., to midnight to 6 a.m. Furthermore, arriving ai rcraft will not require
approval, nor will aircraft under 34,000 kg. It is not expected that this change will negatively
affect the impact of night time operations on Richmond residents, as the new rules reflect the
current approval practice. However, your citizen representatives will continue to mon itor
reports on this sensitive issue for Richmond residents .
This year is t he fina l year of the 2009-2013 YVR Noise Management Plan. The 2014-2018 Noise
Management Plan was issued in draft form to Comm ittee members at the September 10, 2013
YVR ANMC Meeting. This draft is based on input from adjacent communities (including
Richmond) through a survey, input from Committee members and a study and analysis of
industry best practices. Once approved in principle by the YVR Board, it w ill be brought to
Richmond staff and council in October for review before it is sent to Transport Canada for
approval at the end of the year. Your citizen representatives have put forward a number of
initiatives that have been included in the draft report re : floatplane traffic, use of advance
Performance Based Navigation to reduce aircraft noise, and community and industry awareness.
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Vancouver Airport Statistical Trends
Vancouver Internationa l Airport was named best airport in North America for the fourth year in a row by
Skytrax. Runway operations were up 0.5% in 2012, exceeding 300,000 for the first time since the
2008/2009 recession. Passenger numbers were up over 3%, showing a shift towa rds larger aircraft and
higher load factors. Larger newer aircraft w ith higher load factors have a beneficial effect on the overall
noise profile of the airport.

-,.

Annual Aircraft Movements & Passengers (1992-2012)
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Richmond-Specific Noise Trends
•

•

10 Noise Monitoring
NMT Name
Location
Termina ls (NMTs) are located
1
Unidentified
Privacy Issues
throughout Richmond.
2
Airside Burkeville
Templeton St.
As of the end of the third
Lynas Lane Pa rk
lynas lane & Wa lton Rd.
3
quarter of 2013, 351 noise
Tomsett Elementary
Odlln Rd. and No.4 Rd.
complaints were made by 78
5
Bath Slough
Bath Rd. & Bath Slough
Richmond residents, a
6
Ou ter Marker
Westminster Hwv & NO.7 Rd.
11
No.4 Rd. & finlayson Dr.
Bridgeoort
significant increase over the
12
West Sea Isl and
Airside YVR
same period in 2012 . 225
13
North Sea Island
Ferguson Rd.
concerns were registered by
17
Mapl
e
Lan
e
Elementary
Alouette Dr. & Tweedsmuir Ave.
one Richmond resident,
primarily regarding floatplane operations.
198 of the 351 complaints concerned floatplane operations
To compare, at the end of the first quarter of 2013, Richmond complaints were down 22% over
the same period the previous year, and the major concern was propeller departures .

•

•
•

2013 YVR ANMC Survey Questionnaire
For the creation of the 2014-2018 YVR Noise Management Plan, YVR used a questionnaire format to
identify curre nt community issues through the on-line community survey and analysis of historical noise
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complaints, and the completion of a "best management practices" report. Common issues cited in the
community survey and historical complaints received by the Airport Authority include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Night Operations·
Run-up operations·
Aircraft on approach·
Departing Aircraft*
Floatplane Operations·
Marginally compliant Chapter 3 Aircraft·

•
•

•

North Runway use at night
Frequency offlights*
Low Flying aircraft·
Aircraft routings·
ILS Checks

Issues marked with an asterisk {*l were of particular concern to survey respondents from Richmond.

Community Engagement using WebTrak
To aid the community to furthering their understanding of flight operations and noise levels in their
area, the Vancouver Airport Authority provides YVR Webtrak, a web-based tool that allows residents to
view 'real-time' and historical flight and noise data collected by YVR's Aircraft Noise Monitoring & Flight
Tracking System. WebTrak also allows concerned citizens to register complaints about particular aircraft
or general conce rns about aviation in their community.

Areas of Focus in 2013-2014
We will continue to monitor and contribute to the following initiatives:
•
Review and comment on the draft 2014-2018 Noise Management Plan
•
Development of a training module for flying training schools to raise awareness of noise within
the pilot community.
•
Continue to monitor progress on Noise Task Force Recommendations.
•
Provide input to Vancouver Airport Authority and City on aircraft noise mitigation and land use
planning, including those areas that are subject to the City's Aircraft Noise Sensitive
Development bylaw requirements.

Recommendations to the General Purposes Committee
1.

2.

That the City consider partnering with the Vancouver Airport Authority on the Fly Quiet Awards,
to show the City's appreciation of the aviation community's commitment to being good
neighbours. These awards are presented at the annual YVR Chief Pilot's Meeting to the airlines
that are not in violation of noise abatement procedures, have the lowest average noise level and
fly regularly at YVR.
The City should publicize and provide training for its residents in the use of WebTrak to register
airport noise complaints. Also, as WebTrak is an English only program, the City, concerning the
demographics of its residents, should provide help menus in the other prominent languages
spoken in Richmond. Although this may initially increase the complaints, the accuracy of the
data shou ld also increase.

We are appreciative of the opportunity to work with the City and the Vancouver Airport Authority on
the environmental noise portfolio, and look forward to he lping make a difference in how airport noise is
felt and perceived in Richmond as we complete our 2013/2014 term.
Sincerely,

Margot Spronk
Donald Flintoff
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Could be funded from a
noise-based landing fee
Consultation with
municipalities to clearly
define the eligibility and
extent of the program

Need to develop clear scope
and terms of reference
Selection of trustees to
provide oversight of funds
and selected initiatives

Requires economic analysis
and consultation with
industry
Likely to face significant
opposition from airlines
Need to ensure compliance
with federal rules
Almost 50% of operations
are propeller aircraft and
many of those are not
capable of using RNP
National policy needed on
how RNP procedures are to
be evaluated during
development
Consultation with air1ines
and NAV Canada required
Must be fair and part of a
cost-recovery program to
alleviate/mitigate noise
rather than raise revenues
Should be evaluated against
business objectives of VAA

Considerations

Implementation

•

•

•

•

•

•

Will vary based on baseline
condition of each building as
well as scope and scale of
the program

Valuable means of
managing funds specifically
to compensate communities
impacted by aircraft noise

Can reduce noise on arrivals
and departures but need to
balance with:
0 concentration of noise
under flight paths
0 creation of new flight
paths
0 additional fuel and
emissions from flying
extra flight track miles
Dependant on balanced
approach between costs
recovered and benefits to
the community

Reduction in noisier aircraft
movements
Airline may relocate
operations rather than
replace aircraft

Potentia l Effectiveness

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Funding solely from a noisebased landing fee may be a
challenge given relatively
few operations of noisier
aircraft at YVR
Significant VAA and
municipal resources required
for administration

Funds sourced from a noisebased landing charges
system

Targeted to noisier aircraft
operators
Limited to cost recovery with
fees directed to noise
mitigation or alleviation
strategies

NAV Canada primarily
responsible for review
process associated with
airspace redesign
VAA may need to dedicate
additional resources

Could be significant for
airlines
Change in fleet offset by
lower fuel and maintenance
costs

Cost to Stakeholders

Attachment 2

Note: The suggested practices will be reviewed by staff as part of a separate report on the NMP with respect to the potential benefits to the City.

Application of acoustic
treatments beyond current
building code requirements

Acoustic Treatment
Program

Surcharge to landing fees for
noisier aircraft

Develop fund to augment
current VAA sponsorships in
the community andlor to
transparently manage funds
collected from noisier operators

Noise-Based
Landing Charges

Use of RNP technology to
concentrate aircraft movements
over certain areas or define low
noise impact corridors over the
community

Implement operational
restrictions on Chapter 3
aircraft originally certified as
Chapter 2 (hush-kitted)

Description

Summary of Best Practices Likely Applicable to YVR

Community Trust
Fund
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Balanced Approach
to Required
Navigation
Performance (RNP)
Operations

Marginally
Compliant Chapter 3
Restrictions

Best Practice
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Noise Mitigation
Design Competition

Assess predominant ethnic
communities affected by
noise in vicinity of YVR
Translate and distribute
materials
Consult with YVR ANMC
and/or community to
determine best metrics
Need to ensure metrics
address concerns raised
Need to note any limitations
in modelling
Selection of an issue
suitable for a design
competition

•

•

•

•

•

•

Component of broader
community outreach strategy
Need clear understanding of
objectives

•

Implementation
Considerations
• VAA periodically identifies
changes to airlines' fleet
• Can use existing
communication strategies
(e.g., newsletter)

•

•

•

•

Has been successful in
providing information to
residents

More effective in
communities where English
is not broadly used

•

•

•

Typically minimal as most
alternative metrics would use
information already available

Minimal cost to VAP. as
could be accommodated
within existing
communication strategies

Vary based on type of
development

Minimal cost to VAA as
could be accommodated
within existing
communication strategies

•

•
Limited if upgrades are
relatively small contribution
to overall operations
Better appreciation of
improvements by the
communitv
Limited on its own but can
enhance a broader strategy
by providing one-stop shop
for public enquiries

Cost to Stakeholders

Potential Effectiveness

Attachment 2 Cont'd

Note: The suggested practices will be reviewed by staff as part of a separate report on the NMP with respect to the potential benefits to the City.

Innovative method to find
•
• Will vary based on
• Will vary based on scope of
solution to an identified
complexity of the targeted
application and costs to
problem that demonstrates
implement winning concept
issue
airport's commitment to
addressina the issue
Existing Home Noise Production and distribution of
• VAP. to work with adjacent
• Ensure consistency of
• Brochure content
Proofing Brochure
brochure to the public that
messages from VAA and
development, consultation
municipalities to develop
describes tools or ways for
brochure
municipalities
and future updates
residents to reduce exposure to
• Guide residents to same
• Municipal staff time for
airport noise in their homes
participation and review
resources
Real Estate
Partner with real estate
Disclosure
to
prospective
Minimal
cost to VAP. as it
• VAA to partner with real
•
•
Disc1osure(1)
associations to ensure that
estate associations
buyers creates an
involves promotion of
prospective buyers get access
expectation and awareness
existing aircraft noise
• Agreement on means to
to tools to assess the location
that will assist them with
disclosure tools (i.e.,
communicate tools to assist
of properties relative to the
their decision
WebTrak)
real estate agents and
airport and flight paths
buyers
(1) Per the City's existing requirements, rezoning applications and development permits for multiple family residential developments within the Aircraft Noise Sensitive
Development (ANSD) Policy Area are required to:
(a)
register a Noise Indemnity Covenant on the title of each property or strata lot;
(b)
achieve CMHC interior noise standards and ASH RAE 55-2004 "Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human Occupancy" standards for interior living spaces; and
(c)
complete an acoustical and thermal report to ensure that these noise mitigation standards are achieved and the City's Noise Bylaw is complied wlth.
For new projects, the developer(s) posts signage, provided by the City, within the sales centre advising of aircraft and land use noise.

u
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E
E

0

C
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Use of Alternative
Noise Metrics

Charts and tables that better
assist the community's
understanding of the noise
impacts of airport operations
such as flight path movement
charts based on actual data

Permanent! mobile public
information centre where the
community can discover how
airports operate and enquire
about noise impacts
Communicate in native
languages of largest ethnic
communities

Experience Centre I
Adventure Airport

Multilingual
Communications
Strategy

Communicate actual noise
reductions associated with fleet
upgrades

Description

Advertise Fleet
Upgrades

Best Practice
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City of

Report to Committee

Richmond
To:

General Purposes Committee

Date:

October 2, 2013

From:

Amarjee! S. Rattan

File:

01-0010-00NoI01

Director, Intergovernmental Relation s & Protocol
Unit

Re:

Draft Federal Policy - Additions To Reserve/Reserve Creation

Staff Recommendation

I. That Council endorse Metro Vancouver' s comments with respect to the Draft Federal Policy on
Additions to ReserveIR.eserve Creation, as outlined in their September 20 13 review prepared by the
Metro Vancouver Aboriginal Relations Committee. (Attachment 2)
2. That Council write to the Mi ni ster of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada
ex pressing the City's strong concerns with the Draft Federal Policy on Additions-toReservelReserve Creation, and copies be sent to MP Kerry- Lynne Find lay, MP A lice Wong, FCM
and UBCM.

Amarjeet S. Rattan
Director, Intergovernmental Relations & Protocol Unit
(604-247-4686)
Att 4
REPORT CONCURRENCE
ROUTED TO :

Economic Development
Finance Division
Real Estate Services
Parks Services
Engineering
Fire Rescue
Policy Plann ing
Transportation
Community Social Development
REVI EWED BY DIRECTORS

4004073
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Slaff Re port
Origin

The Federal Government recently released draft amendments to their Additions to Reserve
Policy and asked for public comment by September 3D, 2013. This public comment period has
now been extended to October 31, 2013.
During the public comment period, Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada will
be gathering input on the revised policy using an online comment box as provided on the
AANDC website Chllp://W¥lw.aadnc-aandc.gc.cal), or more detailed submissions can be sent
directly to the federal government by regular mail.

Analysis

The purpose of this report is to brief Council on the 2013 Draft Additions to ReservelReserve
Creation Policy and to identify local government issues related to the proposed policy changes.
An Addition to Reserve (ATR) is a parcel of land that is added to the existing land base of a First

Nation. The federal Additions to Reserve Policy (Additions to Reserve Policy PDF, 149 Kb, 73
pp.) was created by the Government of Canada in 1972 and was last updated in 2001. The ATR
policy sets out the conditions and issues to be addressed before land can become reserve. The
policy was created to fill a legislative gap, as ATRs are not addressed in the Indian Act or other
federal legislation.

Proposed ATR Cltallgel'
The federal government states that its objectives in proposing the Draft 2013 ATR Policy
(A ttach men t 1) are to improve First Nations access to lands and resources by speeding up the
A TR process , as the expansion of the reserve land base through ATR is an important mechanism
by which First Nations can foster economic development in their cOllllllUnities.
0l.1e of the most significant changes being proposed is the move from ATR's being near and
'generally contiguous' to an existing reserve to now being ' non-contiguous'. With the proposed
ATR changes, any First Nation with the majority of their Reserve lands in Be could potentially
purchase land within Riclunond and apply to have this land included as part of their Reserve.
Thi s policy change could result in a large increase in the number of ATR applications in the
Lower Mainland, where First Nations from across British Columbia could potentially purchase
and add lands to Reserves for the purpose of pursuing economic development opportunities
' close to highways and urban centers'. As well, it is unclear iflands currently within the
Agricultural Land Reserve could be removed from the ALR, as part of the ATR process.
Other ATR changes being proposed could have significant impact for local government,
including jurisdictional fragmentation, loss of land base, land use planning, bylaw
harmonization, tax loss, service provision and lack of dispute resolution mechanism.
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As well, the proposed ATR policy includes very little reference to consultation with local
government as part of the ATR process. Under the policy. a local government could review an
ATR proposal and would have the ability to try and negotiate for lost property tax revenue and

use of services (e.g., local roads, libraries, recreation facilities, parks, community facilitates).
However, the federal government could approve an ATR regardless of whether a revenue
agreement or service agreements were reached between the local goverrunent and the First
Nation .
The Metro Vancouver Aboriginal Relations Committee has conducted a detailed analysis of the
draft A TR Policy and its implications for local government (Attachment 2). The following is a
summary of key policy changes of interest to local govenunent, as noted by Metro Vancouver:

•

Economic Development
o

o

o

The proposed policy changes are intended to facilitate economic development on
Indian Reserves. The new 2013 policy states that lands can be added to reserve
for economic development purposes under the Community Additions category.
The revised policy expands selection arca to the entire province but within a
traditional territory. Proposed ATR lands can also be outside the First Nation's
traditional territory, provided they are within the province or territory where the
majority of the First Nation ' s existing Reserve land is located.
This policy change may lead to a patchwork of jurisdictions across the region,
particularly if the applicant First Nation proposes land use for the ATR lands that
is incompatible with neighbouring municipal land use planning.

o

•

Metro Vancouver recognizes the potential for market development on First
Nations' lands to be mutually beneficial for Aboriginal communities and
their neighbouring local governments. However, First Nations applying for
ATR need to be made aware of multiple barriers local governments face in
providing services to Indian Resenres, including feasibility, capacity (legal,
physical, fiscal) and political concerns. Regional and municipal interests
must be recognized in the A TR approval process to ensure that the applicant
First Nation receives utility services it requires in a timely manner.
o First Nation economic development projects in urban areas often involve
multi-unit residential bousing targeted at tbe non-aboriginal market which
creates servicing demands that are much broad er tban basic utility senrices.
As a consequence, regional interests must include local trans po ration
authorities such as 'TransLink' and its requisite trans po ration strategies,
senrices, property taxes and other levies that are integral to economic
development within the region.
Non-Contiguous Lands:
o

o

4004073

The new policy promotes a non-contiguous lands approach with respect to A TR
proposals allowing First Nations to access lands non-adjacent to the existing
reserves for economic development, such as lands close to highways and urban
centers.
Servicing non-contiguous reserve lands may be challenging and costly.
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The Local Govemmellt Act requires that all works and services provided by
the regional district be consistent with the Regional Growth Strategy (Section
865(1». Metro Vancouver may, therefore, be precluded from providing
services to lands that are not currently serviced because, pursuant to the
Local Government Act, the GVRD must conform to the Regional Growllt
Strategy.
• Servicing Agrcemcnts/Financial Impacts/Land Use Planning:
o A requirement to negotiate agreements related to joint land use planning/bylaw
harmonization, tax considerations, service provision and future dispute resolution
contained in the 2001 policy is no longer clearly stated in the revised policy.
o The word "an agreement" is now replaced with "a Municipal Service Agreement"
in the revised "Outstanding Local Government Issues" section. The definition of
"a Municipal Service Agreement" needs to be expanded to include regional
transportation services such as those provided by ' TransLink'. The revised
Fcderal po licy does not layout specific formu las for compensation, nor does the
Federal policy require the First Nation to pay compensation in all circumstances;
the local government may not seek compensation or the tax loss may not be
considered significant.
o The revised Federal policy does not layout specific fonnulas for compensation,
nor does the Federal pol icy require the First Nation to pay compensation in all
circumstances; the local government may not seek compensation or the tax loss
may not be considered significant.
o Local governments are required to recover the ful! costs of all local services,
including the costs of regional services and regional transportation services
('TransLink'). The provi sions of the Regional Growth Strategy limit the exposure to
develop and ensure that the regional tax payers do not end up paying for the costs of
projects that are not contemp lated in the Regional Growth Strategy. Regional
servicing issues, including the collect ion and remittance of all requisite Metro
Vancouver property taxes and develop cost charges clearly need to be addressed
under the revised ATR policy.
• Third Party Interests:
o The 2013 policy includes very few references to local governments and the need
for consultation as part of the review/approval process for ATR proposals.
a The specifics of dealing with a third party are not clear. Problems of access
may arise if lands are already held by third party interests.
o Moreover, the absence of dispute resolution mechanisms between First
Nations and local governments has not been addressed in the 2013 policy.
• Consultation Timeline:
a The 2013 policy no longer refers to the 90 day review period; instead. the
applicant First Nation is required to notify the affected local government in
writing of the Reserve Creation Proposal to give the local government an
opportunity to assess any potential impacts of the Proposal on their existing land
use plans and service delivery.
o Since no specific timeline for the review process is provided. this may prove to be
problematic for when it is time to provide a response and a deadline date is
unknown or unclear to potential respondents.
o

M
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Regional districts and municipalities require sufficient time to consider a

proposal for ATR that takes into consideration the various processes
required for Board and Council reports and public consultation.
Local Government Approval:
o

Local govermnents have no general or unilateral veto with respect to a Reserve
Creation Proposal.

o

Local governments need to be consulted and engaged in the ATR process to
effectively assess any potential impacts of the ATR proposal on their existing
land use plans and service delivery.

Richmond COlltext
On September 16,2010 the City received a request for comments [rom AANDC in relation to an
A TR application by the Musqueam Indian Band to add a water lot consisting of filled foreshore
(District Lot 8015) to Musqueam Indian Reserve No . 2. While the water lot is located almost
entirely within the City of Vancouver, a small part (approximately one hectare) of the proposed
addition projects into the Fraser River far enough to cross into Richmond's boundary. The City
agreed to this ATR on the condition that the City would not be expected to provide any services to
the site.
The only other reserve land within the City boundary is the Musqueam IR Reserve Number 3, a
6.5 hectare site located at the North West corner of Sea Island, adjacent to YVR. (Map
Attachment 3)
In addition to these reserve lands, the Province and the Musqueam Band also concluded a
Reconciliation SeUlemenl agreement in March, 2008 through which the Musqueam Band were
given what is called the Bridgepoint Lands in Richmond. (Map Attachment 3) The Bridgepoint
Lands comprise three adjoining parcels which include the current location of the River Rock
Resort Casino. The provincial Ministry of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation has advised
City staff that the Province has not agreed to support any ATR applications with respect to the
Bridgpoint Lands.
Several City departments across the organization have also provided the following initial
feedback on the Draft A TR Policy changes:

Richmond Fire Rescue - The primary issue concerns the authority for jurisdiction and what codes
and bylaws would be applicable to the reserve lands in the City. The other issue is level of
service and negotiating the expected level of service to be delivered to the reserve lands.
Economic Development - Development along the major highways in Richmond (provincial
jurisdiction) needs to align with the City' s policy (OCP) to be Western Canada's Gateway City
to Asia-Pacific - e.g. goods movement East-West and North-South. Development within or near
the City Centre would need to align with the vision of the City Centre Area Plan for a complete
urban community.
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Community Social Development - The need for increased partnerships such as those being
pursues by Richmond Youth Services and Pathways Aboriginal Centre in Richmond. Pathways
Aboriginal Centre, part of the Richmond Youth Services Agency, is a community organization
serving First Nations, especially those new to Richmond. Richmond Youth Services Agency also
runs an in-school program that works with First Nations children and youth in the Richmond
school system.
Engineering- Concerns with access to land for building infrastructure, especially when the land
is part of an existing infrastructure plan or is required to be a thoroughfare.
Transportation - The issue of servicing costs to provide access, if none currently exists, as the
added ATR land no longer has to be contiguous with an existing Reserve and the uncertainties of
who would bear the costs, given the First Nations are exempt from various taxes.
Finance· The creation of an ATR within the City could potentially lead to a municipal tax loss
or a tax shift to other taxpayers if the City is unable to negotiate an appropriate agreement with a
First Nation .
Policy Planning- Recommends that the City request the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs and
Northern Development Canada to give municipalities the ability to protect their community
planning interests by requiring that First Nation enter into land use, servicing and other agreements
with municipalities when Additions To Reserve!Reserve Creation are being undertaken. The City's
community planning interests are already included in Richmond' s 204 1 OCP and Metro
Vancouver's 2040 Regional Growth Strategy (RGS), For example, Metro Vancouver's 2040
Regional Growth Strategy (RGS), states:
if and when First Nations develop land management plans, Metro Vancouver and the
respective First Nations and adjacent municipalities should endeavour to coordinate with
each other to ensure, to lhe extenl possible, that the Regional Growth Strategy, municipal
Official Community Plans, and Firs! Nations ' land management plans are respectful and
supportive of each other.
Financial Impact

There are no financial i'mplications associated with the adoption of this report.

Conclusion

The Federal Government is proposing changes to the Addition to ReserveslReserve Creation
Policy which may have potential implications for local governments. These have been
summarized for Council's information.
With the proposed ATR changes, any First Nation with the majority of their Reserve lands in BC
could potentially purchase land within Rlchmond and apply to have this land included as part of
their Reserve.
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This report recommends that the Council endorse the Metro Vancouver comments with respect
to the Draft 2013 ATR Policy and express, to the federal government, its concerns for the
potential of jurisdictional fragmentation, loss of land base, land use planning impact, bylaw
harmonization, tax loss , service provision and lack of dispute resolution mechanism issues
arising from these ATR changes.

,1~

Arnarjeet S. Ra a
Director, lntergovernmental Relations & Protocol Unit
(604-247 -4686)
AR:ar
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Directive 10 - 1:
Policy on Additions to Reserve/Reserve Creation

1.0

Effect ive Date

1.1

This Policy on Additions to Reserve/Reserve Creation (the "Policy" or the
"Additions to Reserve/Reserve Creation Policy") is issued under the authority of
the Minister of Indian Affai rs and Northern Development (hereinafter cal led "the
Min ister of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada" or "the
Minister'). This Policy shall be administered by the Department of Indian Affai rs
and Northern Development (hE?reinafter called UAboriginal Affairs and Northern
Developmen t Canada" or "AANDC"). This Policy received approval on XXj(X,
and is effective as of XXXX.

1.2

This Policy is Chapter 10 of AANDC's Land Management Manual (the "Manual").
It includes all the directives contained in this Chapter including their annexes. It
replaces all prior policies, interim policies, directives, standards, procedures and
guidelines relating to Reserve Creation, including Additions to Reserve.

1.3

In this Policy, the term Reserve Creation is used to refer to both Additions to
Reserve and the creation of New Reserves.

2.0

Appli cation (Purpose)
This Policy applies to employees of AANDC and provides guidance to First
Nations with res pect to the assessment, acceptance and implementation of
Reserve Creation Proposals, including First Nations operating under the First
Nations Land Management Act.

3.0

Interpretation

3.1

Defin itions used in this Policy are found in Annex C.

3.2

Any reference in th is Policy to a statute or regulation includes any amendment to
that statute or regulation from time to time and any successor statute or
regulation .

...

~-~~-~~~.~~-~--~-~~~~~~;:------
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3. 3

Any reference to a policy, directive , standard , procedure or guideline includes
any amendment to that policy, directive, standard, procedure or guideline made
from time to time.

4.0

Context

4.1

Orders in Council
The authority of the Governor in Council to grant Reserve status flows from the
Roya l Prerogative, which is a non -statutory authority. There is no statutory
authority under the Indian Act to set apart land as a Reserve. Typically, lands
must first be acquired or converted to federal title by Canada under the Federal
Real Property and Federal Immovables Act, and then granted Reserve status by
federal OIC on the recommendation of the Minister of AANDC.

4.2

Ministerial Orders
Other authorities to set apart land as Reserve are found in the Manitoba Claim
Sefflements Implementation Act and the Claim Settlements (Alberta and
Saskatchewan) Implementation Act. These allow for Reserve Creation in th e
provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewa n and Manitoba by MO without the
requ irement for an OIC.

5.0

Poli cy Statement
Reserve Creation may be used to fulfill Canada's legal obligations, and may
further serve a broader public interest by supporting the community , socia l and
economic objectives of First Nations by expanding a First Nation's land base.

6.0

Objectives
T his Policy is intended to :
a)

Provide clea r policy direction for Reserve Creation.

b)

Promote consistent assessment, acceptance and implementation of
Reserve Creation Proposals where possible.

c)

Consider the interests of all parties and find opportunities for collaboration
where possible.

d)

Streamline the process for Reserve Creation Proposals.
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Principles
Th e following principles must be respected in the application of this Policy:

B.O

a)

Nothing in this Policy constitutes a guarantee that any Reserve Creation
Proposal will ultimately result in a particular parcel of land being set apart
as Reserve. The final decision to set apart land as Reserve rests with the
Governor in Councilor the Minister. See clause 4.0 (Context).

b)

MNDC will consider the potential or established Aboriginal or Treaty
rights of Fjrst Nation, Metis and Inuit peoples before setting apart lands as
Reserve.

c)

The views and interests of provincial, territorial and local governments will
be considered, and collaboration between the First Nations and those
governments will be encouraged on issues of mutual interest and concern.

d)

Options to address third party interests or rights on lands wil l be identified
when considering Reserve Creation Proposals.

e)

Reserve Creation Proposals will make cost effective use of financial
resources.

f)

The environmental condition of land proposed for Reserve Creation will be
acceptable for its intended use, and will comply with applicable federal
requirements, including requirements for land acquisition as defined by
Treasury Board policy.

g)

The use and development of community and land use planning tools is
encouraged to assist First Nations in planning for land acquisition and
Reserve Creation , and to facilitate land management after Reserve
Creation .

Categories of Reserve Creation
To be eligible under this POlicy, a Reserve Creation Proposal must fit within one
of the following three categories:

B.1

Legal Obligations and Agreements - Where there is a legal obligation or an
Agreement that contemplates Reserve Creation including:

S IPago
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b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
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Settlement Agreements;
Land exchange Agreements;
Land transactions with a reversionary interest to the First Nation ;
Agreements for returns of former Reserve land where there is no express
reversionary interest;
Agreements with landless Bands;
Agreements for the relocation of communities or the establishment of new
Reserves.

8.2

Community Additions - Where a First Nation with an existing Reserve needs
additional Reserve land for any of the following purposes:
a)
Residential, institutional, recreational uses, to accommodate community
growth;
b)
Use or protection of culturally significant sites;
c)
Economic development;
d)
Geographic enhancements to improve the functioning of existing Reserve
base;
e)
Where the First Nation has entered into a legally binding agreement with
the Province or a Local Government or a corporation that is empowered
by law to take or to use lands, and Canada is not a party to the agreement
but agrees to implement those provisions of the agreement. This may
include transactions under section 35 of the Indian Act.

8.3

Tribunal Decisions - Where a First Nation seeks to re-acquire or replace lands
that were the subject of a Specific Claim. The specific claims tribunal under the
Specific Claims Tribunal Act only has the authority to award compensation to
First Nations. Reserve Creation Proposals will be considered where lands will be
acquired with compensation awarded by the specific claims tribunal for decisions
that establish a failure to fulfill a legal obligation of the Crown to provide lands
under a treaty or another Agreement, or a breach of a legal obligation arising
from the Crown's provision or non-provision of Reserve lands, or an illegal
disposition by the Crown of Reserve lands.

9.0

Selection Area

9.1

The Proposed Reserve Land should normally be located within a First Nation's
treaty or traditional territory.

9.2

Proposed Reserve Land may be outside the First Nation's treaty or traditional
territory , provided the Proposed Reserve Land is within the Province or territory
where the majority of the First Nation's existing Reserve land is located.
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10.0

Reserve Creation Proposals

10.1

In order for Reserve Creation to be considered under this Policy, a First Nation
must provide a Reserve Creation Proposal that satisfies the minimum proposal
requirements set out in Directive 10 - 2: Reserve Creation Process.

10.2

Before submitting a Reserve Creation Proposal to the Governor-in-Council orthe
Minister for acceptance, all relevant Reserve Creation Proposal criteria set out in
Annex A and all relevant special circumstances requirements set out in Annex B,
all as identified in a Letter of Support, must be met.

11.0

Pro pos al Assessm ent

11.1

AANDC will review the Reserve Creation Proposal in accordance with Directive
10-2: Reserve Creation Process.

11 .2

If a proposal will be supported , AANDC will identify in the Letter of Support the
relevant criteria that must be satisfied before MNDC will recommend that the
Proposed Reserve Lands be set apart as a Reserve.

11.3

AANDC will provide a written explanation for any Reserve Creation Proposal that
will not be supported.

12.0

Financiallmplications

12.1

In the absence of an Ag reement or other arrangement providing funding, AANDC
is not obligated by this Policy to provide funding for Reserve Creation activities,
including :
a)
Land acquisition,
b)
Surveys,
c)
Environmenta l costs including but not limited to assessment activities,
remediation and monitoring/mitigation activities ,
d)
Transactional costs associated with land acquisition ,
e)
Incremental costs resulting from negotiations with Local Governments,
and
f)
Any additional funding for infrastructure, housing, or other capital costs.

12.2

AANDC must identify any foreseeab le fi nancial implications for Canada, as well
as potential sources of funding before a Letter of Support is issued.
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13. 0

Community Conse nt

13. 1

Where community consent is required for Reserve Creation the following applies:
a)
A Band Counci l Resolution (BCR) is required for all Reserve Creation
Proposals,
b)
In the limited circumstances where a Band vote is required under this
policy, a vote will be held in accordance with the Indian Referendum
Regulations, and will be decided by a majority of those eligible electors of
each participating First Nation who voted (simple majority), and
c)
A First Nation may choose to establish a higher threshold for community
conse nt for the conduct of these votes.

14.0

Roles and Res ponsibilities

14.1

The Min ister is responsib le for:
a)
b)

The decision to approve Reserve Creatio.n through the issuance of a MO,
or
The decision to recommend Reserve Creation whe re the Reserve will be
created by OIC.

14.2

The Deputy Minister is responsible for the administration of the Additions to
Reserve/Reserve Creation Policy.

14.3

The ro le of the Regiona l Director General is to review and consider whether to
issue a Letter of Support.

15.0

Policy Asses sment and Review

15.1

With in five years from the effective date of this Policy, AANDC Headquarters,
Lands an d Economic Development, Lands and Environmental Monitoring Branch
(LEMB) will conduct a review of the effectiveness of this Policy.

15.2

The effectiveness of the Policy will be examined by AANDC using the results of
assessment activities undertaken for the Policy directives and other instruments
that flow from it. LEMB wi ll ident ify and undertake any additional monitoring and
assessment activities as necessary to undertake an effective policy review.
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Legislation and Rel ated Policy Instruments
The following lists some of the legislation and policy instruments applicable to the
Additions to Reserve/Reserve Creation Policy. The list is not exhaustive. Other
legislation and policy instruments may apply.

16.1

16.2

Legislation
a)

The Indian Act;

b)

The Constitution Acts;

c)

Manitoba Claim Settlements Implementation Act and the Claim
Settlements (Alberia and Saskatchewan) Implementation Act;

d)

The Federal Real Property and Federal Immovables Act, and regul ations;

e)

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012 (CEAA 2012) and
regulations;

f)

The Species at Risk Act;

g)

Canada Lands Surveys Act and regulanons;

h)

Indian Lands Agreement (1986) Confirmation Act, 2010 (Statutes of
Ontario);

i)

Indian Lands Agreement Act (1986);

j)

Specific Claims Tribunal Act;

k)

First Nation Statistical and Financial Management Act;

I)

First Nations Commercial and Industrial Development Act;

m)

Canadian Environmental Protection Act.

Related Policy Instruments
a)

AANDC's Land Management Manual;

b)

AANDC's New Bands and Band Amalgamations Policy;

c)

Chapter 12 of AANDC's Land Management Manual (Environmen tal
Obligations);
9 1Page
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d)

Treasury Board Secretariat Policy on Management of Real Property;

e)

AANDC's Indian Lands Registration Manual;

D

AANDC's Specific Claims Policy;

g)

Geographical Names Board of Canada; Principles and Procedures for
Geographic Naming, 2011 ; Public Works and Government Services
Canada, ISBN 978-1-100-52417-7;

h)

First Nation Taxation Commission and Federation of Canadian
Municipalities for information on First Nation/municipal tax/service
agreements and models;

i)

Framework Agreement between Lands and Trust SelVices, AANDC and
Legal SUlVeys Division, Natural Resources Canada, February 25, 2009 ,
registered in the Indian Land Registry under Instrument No. 258930, for
the type of land description requirements for Reserve land transactions ,
including additions/new Reserves.

Enquiries
For information on this Policy or to obtain any of the above-noted references,
please contact:
Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada
Terrasses de la Chaudiere
10 Wellington , North Tower
Gatineau , Quebec
Postal Address:
Ottawa, Ontario
K1A OH4

Email: InfoPubs@aadnc-aandc.gc.ca
Phone: (toll-free) 1-800-567-9604
Fax: 1-866-817-3977
TTY: (toll-free) 1-866-553-0554
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Directive 10 - 1: Annex A
Reserve Creation Proposal Criteria

The criteria that apply to all Reserve Creation Proposals within the categories set out in
clause 8.0 of Directive 10-1 of the Policy include, but are not limited to:

1.0

Duty to Consult - Aborigina l or Treaty Rights

1.1

As provided in clause 7.0(b) of the Policy, AANDC will consider the potential or
established Aboriginal or Treaty rights of First Nation , Metis and Inuit peoples
before setting apart lands as Reserve.

1.2

Before Reserve Creation, AANDC will assess whether the Crown has met its
duty to consult (where the duty exists) with First Nation , Metis and Inuit peoples ,
as applicable, whose Aboriginal or treaty rights may be adversely impacted by
Crown action related to the Reserve Creation . AANDC will follow the applicab le
policies and guidelines of the Government of Canada relating to consultation as
they exist from time to time when considering a Reserve Creation Proposal.

1.3

This assessment may also include examination of any prior consu ltations by
other parties.

2.0 Environmental Management(see Chapter 12 of the Manual)
2.1

Definitions
In this clause ,

..

a)

"Applicable Environmental Standard" means the standard established to
determine whether the environmental condition of land (includ ing water
and sediments) is suitable for the intended land use. The standard for
such a determination is the standard established by the Canadian Council
of Ministers of the Environment ("CCME"). or in the absence of a CCME
standard , the provincial standard in the Province in which the Reserve is
being created .

b)

"Indemnification Agreement" means an Agreement that sets out terms
satisfactory to MNDC on the following matters : a release of Canada from
liability for any existing and future cla ims relating to the environmental
condition of the Proposed Reserve Land ; an indemnity by the First Nation
against such claims; agreement by the First Nation to impose appropriate

-_.
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land use restrictions through land use plans and by~laws; provision of
funds or security for remediation ; any necessary ongoing monitoring or
future remediation requirements; and any other conditions deemed
necessary by AANDC in the circumstances.
2.2

General Policy
It is the policy of AANDC to avoid the acquisition of contaminated land for
Reserve Creation. Acquisition of contaminated land will only be considered
where the level of Contamination is consistent with the intended use, the risks to
human health and the environment are minimal, the risks to Canada are
manageable, and there is a strong business case supporting Reserve Creation.

2.3

.-.-..

Environmental Site Assessment
a)

An Environmental Site Assessment must be conducted in accordance with
Chapter 12 of the Manual to determine the environmental condition of the
Proposed Reserve Land. The Environmental Site Assessment identifies
past or present activities that might have adversely affected the
environmental condition of the Proposed Reserve Land. The
Environmental Site Assessment should include information on the nature,
scope and limitations of the assessment.

b)

If AANDC prepares or contracts for the preparation of the Environmental
Site Assessment, AANDC shall provide a copy of it to the First Nation. If
the First Nation contracts for the preparation of the Environmental Site
Assessme nt, the First Nation shall provide a copy of it to AANDC.

c)

If the Environmental Site Assessment identifies some contamination, but
determines that the environmental condition of the Proposed Reserve
Land meets the Applicable Environmental Standard for its intended use
following Reserve Creation, AANDC may consider recommending
Reserve Creation provided that:

i.

in the case of industrial or commercial use, a lease will be put in place
containing environmental terms and a federal regulatory regime is in
place to govern the use following Reserve Creation;

ii.

the First Nation is fully apprised of the condition of the Proposed
Reserve Land and has received independent expert advice;

iii.

the First Nation has, by Band Council Resolution and (if requested by
AANDC) Band vote, approved the acquisition of such Land on an "as
is" basis; and

----------------------:c:-;-;:-~
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if requested by AANDC , the First Nation has entered into
an Indemnification Agreement on terms satisfactory to MNDC.

Where the Environmental Site Assessment determines that the
environmental condition of the Proposed Reserve Land does not meet the
Applicable Environmental Standard for the intended use following Reserve
Creation , AANDC wi ll reject the Reserve Creation Proposal but may
reconsider it at a later date if the land is remediated to the Applicable
Environmental Standard. Where either the vendor of the land or the First
Nation undertakes the remediation , the First Nation must provide
satisfactory evidence to MNDC of the remediation to the Applicable
Environmental Standard, supported by an environmental consultant's
report . Whe re, in rare cases, AANDC is responsib le for remediation , the
Department must ensure that satisfactory remediation has been
completed . In all cases , the remediation should be well documented and
the documentation retained on file by AANDC.

Envi ronme ntal Assessment of a Propos ed Proj ect
a)

Where there is a proposed activity or project contemplated for the
Proposed Reserve Land , AANDC may not be able to proceed with
acquisition of the Proposed Reserve Land or with a recommendation for
Reserve Creation until an environmental assessment or determination
with respect to the activity or project has been completed in accordance
with the applicable law and a decision has been made by the appropriate
authority that the activity or project is not likely to cause significant
adverse environmental effects or that the significant environmental effects
that it is likely to cause are justified in the circumstances.

b)

In the case of certain projects, AANDC may not be able to recommend
Reserve Creation unless and until that there is a federal regulatory regime
in place to govern the activity or project, and the First Nation should be
advised accordingly. An Indemnification Agreement may also be required
in some circumstances.

c)

See Chapter 12 of the Manual for more detail on environmental
assessment of activities or projects.

d)

Designations are usually required for activities or projects. See Chapter 5
of the Manual for more detail on designations.

Im provements to Proposed Reserve Land
a)

Any improvements made by the First Nation to the Proposed Reserve
Land before Reserve Creation must be in compliance with applicable
13 IPage
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federal legislative requirements that will apply once the Reserve is
created .
b)

4.0

Any improvement on Proposed Reserve Land may delay or prevent
Reserve Creation due to environmental issues or other matters. For
example, improvements on Proposed Reserve Land may require an
additional ESA and a designation vote in accordance with the Indian Act.

Oth er Federal Departmen·ts and Agencies
Following issuance of a Letter of Support, AANDC's regional office wi ll contact
other federal departments and agencies (e.g., Health Canada and the RCMP)
and give them the opportu nity to assess any potential impact of the Reserve
Creation Proposal on their program delivery.

5.0

6.0

Existing Encumbrances
a)

As provided in section 5. 1.1 of Directive 10-2, the First Nation must
include in its Reserve Creation Proposal the results of investigations
identifying existing encumbrances (third party interests or rights both
registered or unregistered, i.e., leases, licenses, permits, easements,
rights of way, etc.) normally achieved by a title search, provincial canvass ,
or site visit, and including supporting documentation if applicable.

b)

Following receipt of the Reserve Creation Proposal and prior to issuing the
Letter of Support, a title review must be conducted by DOJ and all
encumbrances identified and confirmed.

c)

Following issuance of the Letter of Support, existing encumbrances should
be extinguished, or replaced, or minimized.

d)

In certain circumstances, taking tiUe to Proposed Reserve Land subject to
an encumbrance may be considered.

e)

Before Reserve Creation , the First Nation must resolve any issues re lated
to lawful possession or rights for First Nation members occupying
Proposed Reserve Land pursuant to section 22 or 23 of the Indian Act.

Third Party Access
a)

Before Reserve Creation, in conjunction with AANDC, the First Nation
14 1Page
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must address:

i.
ii.

7.0

8.0

access to any third-party land that would be "landlocked" by the
Reserve Creation; and
access to utilities for that third-party land .

b)

If a third party has subsurface rights in the Proposed Reserve Land, the
First Nation must negotiate access over the Proposed Reserve Land to
exercise those rights, or a buy-out of those rights, before Reserve
Creation .

c)

If a third party owns the Mines and Minerals in the Proposed Reserve
Land, and intends to exploit the Mines and Minerals, the First Nation must
have written consent of that party to a surface only Reserve, or a buy-out
of the sub-surface title must be completed prior to the surface land being
granted Reserve status.

d)

The First Nation has the lead role in the negotiations on third party access
issues. Where requested by a First Nation, AANDC may provide
facilitative or technical assistance in support of negotiations.

Land Descriptions
a)

Before recommending Reserve Creation, parcel boundaries wi ll be
described in accordance with the Framework Agreement between Lands
and Trust Services Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development and Legal Surveys Division , Earth Sciences Sector, Natural
Resources Canada , from Chapter B1-2 - General Instructions for Surveys
(http://clss.nrcan.gc.ca/stand a rds-normes/b 1-2-v3-eng.asp), and such
description must be reviewed by DOJ before being finalized .

b)

A land description may include a survey.

Provincial Consid erations
a)

The First Nation must notify the Province in writing of the Reserve
Creation Proposal and give them the opportunity to assess the potential
impact on their existing land use plans and program delivery. Three
months must be given to the Province to express any views in writing and
set out any issues for discussion. Any issues must be addressed and
documented by written correspondence between the First Nation and the
Province.

----------~---
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b)

Provincial concurrence is required for the return of unsold surrendered
land within the province where the unsold surrendered land is under
provincial title (e.g. in Ontario, pursuant to the Indian Lands Agreement
Act, 1986).

c)

While provincial Governments must be consulted , they have no general or
unilateral veto with respect to a Reserve Creation Proposal. Where
AANDC is satisfied that concerns arising from these consultations have
been addressed , a Reserve Creation Proposal may proceed in
accordance with the Policy.

d)

Where there are outstanding issues or concerns arising from provincial
consultations, and the First Nation and the RDG agree to proceed, the
Reserve Creation Proposal will be forwarded, with options, to the Deputy
Minister or Minister for review.

e)

The First Nation is responsible for discussions with provincial
governments. Where requested by a First Nation, AANDC may provide
facilitative or technical assistance in support of the discussions.

Local Governments
General:
a)

In recognition that Reserve communities and Local Governments exist
side by side, AANDC promotes a "good neighbour" approach, which
means that any discussions between First Nations and Local
Governments should be conducted with good will , good faith and
reasonableness .

b}

First Nations and Local Governments will discuss issues of mutual interest
and concern Goint land ~use planning/by-law harmonization, tax
considerations , service provision or dispute resolution).

c)

While Local Governments must be consulted , they have no general or
unilateral veto with respect to a Reserve Creation Proposal. Where
concerns arising from these consultations have been addressed , a
Reserve Creation Proposal may proceed in accordance with the Policy.

d)

The First Nation is responsible for the negotiation of any agreements with
Local Governments. Where requested by a First Nation, AANDC may
provide facilitative or technical assistance in support of the negotiations.

e)

Canada will not be a party to any agreement between a First Nation and a
Local Government.

-------------------------------------~-~---
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Consu ltatio n :
f)

Where the Proposed Reserve Land is within or adjacent/abutting a Local
Government, the First Nation will notify the Local Government in writing of
the Reserve Creation Proposal in order to give the Loca l Government an
opportunity to assess any potential impact of the Reserve Creation
Proposal on their existing land use plans and service delivery .

g)

A First Nation-Local Government agreement may be necessarY to address
the provision of services, by-law compatibility, a consultation and dispute
resolution process for matters of mutual concern , or potentia l net tax loss
adjustments due.to the loss of Local Government jurisdiction over the
Proposed Reserve Land. The Local Government and First Nation should
formalize such an agreement in writing.

Loca l Gove rnm ent Tax Co nsiderations:
h)

Unless already provided for in an Agreement or in a service agreement
between the First Nation and the Local Government, and where requested
by a Local Government, the First Nation is responsible for paying any
negotiated net tax loss adjustment.

i)

Negotiations concerning net tax loss adjustments are intended to allow the
Local Government to adjust to the net effect of the combined reduction iri
Local Government servicing costs and reduced tax base caused by a
Reserve Creation Proposal. It is not intended to compensate indefinitely
for the gross level of lost taxes .

j)

The First Nation is responsible for negotiation of agreements with Local
Governments , including agreements for municipal services or net tax loss
adj ustment. Where requested by a First Nation, AANDC may provide
facilitative or technica l assistance in support of the negotiations.

k)

AANDC is not a party to any agreement for municipa l services or net tax
loss compensation .

Outstand in g L oc al Gove rnment is s ues:

I)

The RDG may agree to support the Reserve Creation Proposa l where the
First Nation is prepared to enter into an agreement on the issues raised by
the Local Government and the RDG determines that the Local
Government is unwilling to respond in good faith .

m)

Similarly, the RDG may choose to withdraw support for a Reserve
Creation Proposal in cases where a First Nation has demonstrated an
unwillingness to negotiate in good faith w ith a Local Government or where
171Page
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a Municipal Service Agreement is required to provide essential services to
a Reserve, but has not been concluded.
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Directive 10 -1: Annex B
Special Circumstances Policy Requirements

1.0

Accretion/Erosion

1.1

In this clause,
"Accretion" means the imperceptible and gradual addition to land by the slow
action of water; and
"Erosion" means the imperceptible and gradual loss of land by the slow action of
water.

1.2

Where the gradual movement of water boundaries occurs on Reserve lands:
a)

Any locatee or interest holder benefits from any accretion or suffers any
loss due to erosion;

b)

Any lands accreting to a Reserve takes on the characteristics of the
Reserve and any lands lost by erosion lose the characteristics of the
Reserve ; and

c)

No OIC or MO is required to change the boundary of the Reserve unless
there are exceptional or controversial circumstances such as litigation or
contentious relations between parties. These exceptional or controversial
circumstances will be determined on a case by case basis.

1.3

For greater certainty, accretion and erosion do not apply to flooding .

2.0

Natural Disasters

2.1

Reserve Creation Proposals that are made as a result of natural disasters such
as flooding will be considered on a case by case basis. These may include the
use of replacement lands where an Agreement has been reached.

2.2

A proposal made under these circumstances will be assessed in accordance with
the Reserve Creation Proposal Criteria set out in Annex uA" of Directive 10~1. In
addition , such proposals resulting from a natural disaster may require
consideration of the following:
a)

The risk involved if the community remains at the original site;
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b)

The nature and extent of future risk;

c)

Extent of preventative or remedial action required;

d)

The cost of undertaking preventative or remedial measures compared to
the cost of relocation, and

e)

The overall benefits to the community for each option .

3,0

Subsurface Rights

3.1

This Policy does not authorize Reserve Creation which consists of subsurface
rights only. This Policy does authorize Reserve Creation for specific portions of
subsurface rights described in clau ses 3.0 and 4.0 of this Annex.

3.2

When the land being set apart as Reserve is subject to a provincial exception in
the surface title, every effort should be made to in clude the mineral rights
underlying the exception even if this makes the subsurface rights greater than
the surface rights .

4.0

Partial Subsurface Interest Additions

4.1

In this clause ,
"Partial Interests in Mines or Minerals" means that a First Nation would acquire
only a part of an interest in Mines and Minerals. For example, if a % interest is
purchased, only that % interest can be set apart as reserve providing that the
conditions set out in th is clause are met.

4.2

Where First Nations seek Reserve Creation to acquire Partial Interests in Mines
and Minerals, th e following cond itions apply:
a)

The surface of the land described in the Reserve Creation Proposal must
be Reserve;

b)

Title to the Partial Interest in the Mines and Minerals must be acquired by
the First Nation and transferred to Canada before Reserve Creation ;

c)

The First Nation must be fully informed of the complexities of dealing with
Partial Interests in Mines and Minerals;

-----------------------------------=~--
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d)

A Partial Interest in Mines and Minerals cannot be explored or exploited
without obtaining the appropriate provincial instrument including the
written consent of each partial interest holder;

e)

All the owners of the partial subsurface interests must sign a joint
agreement before Canada proceeds with Reserve Creation. This
agreement must detail the conditions under which this partial interest
would be held and how it would be managed for the group of owners.

5.0

Small Mineral Additions

5.1

In limited circumstances Reserve Creation may be considered for subsurface
rights (Le. Mines and Minerals) where the surface land is not Reserve. This may
arise where a Province excludes the surface land from the transfer to Canada for
Reserve Creation. The common provincial exclusions to the surface title are
public roads, highways, certain water bodies and water courses .

5.2

Reserve Creation Proposals for subsurface interests may be greater than the
surface rights due to the exclusions by the Province from the surface title. These
subsurface rights can include Mines and Minerals which are potentially valuable
resources for First Nations. The following would create this situation:
a)

The Province or Local Government holds the title to the surface while a
private individual holds title to the subsurface. The Province is willing to
transfer its interest to the surface for the purpose of granting Reserve
status but wishes to Reserve a portion for purposes such as public roads ,
highways, certa in water-bod ies and water courses . However, the
subsurface owner is willing to transfer the entire underlying subsurface
interest. This will result in a lesser amount of surface rights being granted
Reserve status than subsurface rights .

b)

A private individual holds title to both the surface and subsurface and is
willing to transfer this interest for the purpose of granting Reserve status to
the land. The Mines and Minerals may be included with the surface title or
may be held under a separate subsurface title. However, the Province has
the option of reserving a portion of the surface title for purposes such as
public roads, highways , certain water-bodies and water courses. This will
result in a lesser amount of surface rights being granted Reserve status
than subsurface rights.

c)

Either the Province or a private individual has title to the surface and the
province holds title to the subsurface. The province may, upon negotiated
agreement, choose to transfer subsurface rights while reserving portions
of the surface title to itself for purposes such as public roads , highways,
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certain water-bodies and water courses. This will result in a lesser amount
of surface rig hts being gran ted Reserve status than subsurface rights.

6.0

Correcting a Res erve Creation OIC or MO

6.1

Where provincial Crown Land has been acquired and set apart as a Reserve by
an OIC or MO and the surface or subsu rface rights are unclear, both an
amending order in counci l from th e Province and an amending OIC or MO from
Canada are required to cla rify the rights.

6.2

Where small amounts of mineral rig hts were purchased with the intention of
Reserve Creation but this has not been done, an omnibus OIC or MO may be
used .

7.0

Special Reserves under Section 36 of the Indian Act

7.1

Section 36 of the Indian Act states: Where lands have been set apart for the use
and benefit of a band and legal title thereto is not vested in Her Majesty, this Act
applies as though the lands were a Reserve within the meaning of this Act.

7.2

While section 36 of the Indian Act allows for the creation of special Reserves ,
Reserve Creation requires th e exercise of the Royal Prerogative and therefore no
Reserve may be created except with the agreemen t of Can ada . A special
Reserve , therefore, cannot be created by the unilateral act of a third party.

7.3

No special Reserves will be created using section 36 of the Indian Act.

8.0

Joint Reserves

8.1

Reserve Creation Proposals for Joint Reserves will be considered on a case by
case basis where cost implications and other factors associated with the
management of a Joint Reserve have been add ressed .

8.2

Reserve Creation Proposals for Joint Reserves raise complex legal and
administrative issues. Before a Reserve Creation Proposal for a Joint Reserve
will be conside red , a written co-management agreement between the parties is
required , and must address the following elements:

i.

Cost implications for the creation and management of the Joint
Reserve .
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The requirement for unanimity of all First Nations involved for decisions
requiring consent of the band councilor membership (surrenders,
designations, permits, leases, certificates of possession, etc).
Applicability of a First Nation Land Management ("FNLM") land code.
Treaty - generally speaking, in the Province of British Columbia, joint
reserve lands will not be eligible for conversion to treaty settlement
lands through the implementation of a treaty under the British
Columbia Treaty Process unless all First Nations for whom the reserve
was set aside were party to the same modern treaty.
By-laws - for a band by-law to apply to jOint reserve lands, the same
by-law would need to be passed by each of the First Nations involved.
Interest - each First Nation will have an equal undivided interest in the
Joint Reserve lands regardless of the size of the lands.

8.3

Reserve Creation Proposals for Joint Reserves require a vote by the electors of
each participating First Nation , held in accordance with the Indian Referendum
Regulations, and will be decided by a majority of those eligible electors of each
participating First Nation who voted (simple majority).

8.4

Information Session. At a minimum, one information session is held for the
benefit of the electors of each participating First Nation prior to a vote. The
information session should include all the details of the Reserve Creation
Proposal for a Joint Reserve including, but not limited to, details of the comanagement agreement, complexities associated with designation requirements ,
the day-to-day administration, the requirement for unanimity for any decision
affecting the use of the Joint Reserve and what that means, etc.

8.5

Separate Votes. While all participating First Nations may .vote at the same time,
separate voting results must be tabulated for each to confirm that the
membership of each participating First Nation supports the Joint Reserve.

8.6

Failed Votes. If one or more of the participating First Nations fail to consent to the
Reserve Creation Proposal for a Joint Reserve, those First Nations that did not
vote in favour may hold a second vote following the same procedure as the first
vote. If all of the First Nations do not vote in favour, the Reserve Creation
Proposal for a Joint Reserve will not normally be considered further, unless the
participating First Nations have previously agreed that the Joint Reserve may
proceed without the First Nations who did not hold a successful vote.

8.7

Legal Obligation. Where the Reserve Creation Proposal for a Joint Reserve is in
partial or full satisfaction of legal obligations , to one or more of the participating
First Nations , the Reserve Creation Proposal for a Joint Reserve must address
how the obligation is being satisfied with respect to those First Nations and
include a release of Canada from any liability.

8.8

Indemnity. The Department will require that all participating First Nations
indemnify Canada in writing from any claims by any of them or their members

- -
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pertaining to the use of the Joint Reserve or the division of benefits or losses
derived from the Joint Reserve.
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Directive 10 - 1: Annex C • Definitions
"AANDC" has the meaning given in sub-clause 1.1 of Directive 10-1:
"Addition to Reserve" means the act of adding land to an existing Reserve land base of
a First Nation;
"Agreement" means any written agreement to which Canada is a party that includes
provisions with respect to Reserve Creation;
"Canada" means Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada;
"Contamination " means the introduction into soil, air, or water of a chemical, organic
or radioactive material or live organism that will adversely affect the quality of that
medium;
"DOJ" means the Department of Justice;
"Environmental Site Assessment" or "ESA" means an analysis of Proposed Reserve
Land with respect to past and present uses, as well as on-site and off-site activities that
may have the potential to affect the Proposed Reserve Land's environmental quality,
includ ing the health and safety of occupants/residents ;
"First Nation" or "Sand" means a "band" as defined under the Indian Act;
"Joint Reserve" means a Reserve that is set apart for the use and benefit of more than
one First Nation;
"LeUer of Support" or "LOS" means a letter from AANDC to the First Nation that states
that the First Nation's Reserve Creation Proposal will be supported by AANDC to the
extent indicated in th is Policy and identifies the criteria that must be satisfied before
AANDC will recommend the Proposed Reserve Land for Reserve Creation ;
"Loca l Government" means a city, town , village or other built-up area with municipal or
other authorities and includes a rural or urban muniCipality, as defined in relevant
provincial legislation ;
"Manual" has the meaning given in sub-clause 1.2 of Directive 10-1;
"Mines and Minerals" means mines and minerals, precious or base, including oil and
gas;
"Minister" has the meaning given in sub-clause 1.1 of Directive1 0-1 ;
"MO" means Ministerial Order;
...
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"New Reserve" means the act of creating a Reserve for a First Nation with no existing
land base;
"OIC" means Order in Co uncil;
"policyn or "Additions to Reserve/Reserve Creation Policy" has the meaning given in
section 1.1 of Directive 10-1;
"Proposed Reserve Land" means land proposed by the First Nation for Reserve
Creation;
"Province" means a prov ince of Canada , and includes Yukon , the Northwest Territories
and Nunavut;
''RDG'' means Regional Director General;
"Reserve" means a reserve as defined in the Indian Act;
"Reserve Creation " means the act of adding land to an existing Reserve or creating a
new Reserve for a First Nation by OIC or MO;
"Reserve Creatio n Proposal" means the formal proposal by a First Nation to add land to
an ex isting Reserve or to create a new Reserve by OIC or MO;
"Reserve Creation Proposal Criteria" means the relevant criteria set out in Annex A of
Directive 10-1 of the Policy and any other criteria as determined by AANDC;
"Royal Prerogative" means the power of the Crown , as represented by the Governor in
Council, to take action as an exercise of its executive power. Setting apart Reserves is
one such power and it is exercised by the Governor in Council acting through an OIC at
the request of the Minister;
USelection Area " has the meaning given in clause 9.0 of Directive 10-1.
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Directive 10 - 2:
Reserve Creation Process
1.0

Effective Date

1.1

This Directive on the Reserve Creation Process is effective as of XX XX .

1.2

This Directive forms part of AANDC's Land Management Manual, Chapter 10,
Reserve Creation.

2.0

Application

2.1

This Directive applies to employees of AANDC and provides guidance to First
Nations with respect to Reserve Creation Proposals, including First Nations
operating under the First Nation Land Management Act.

2.2

This Directive sets out the process to be followed for Reserve Creation.

2.3

Definitions used in this Directive are found in Annex C of Directive
Chapter 10 of the Manual.

3.0

References

3.1

Legislation and related policy instruments relevant to this Directive are set out in
Directive 10-1, clause 16.0 (Legislation and Related Policy Instruments) of the
Policy.

4.0

Objectives

4.1

The objectives of this Directive are set out in Directive 1O~ 1, clause 6.0
(Objectives) of the Policy.

5.0

Requirements and Responsibilities

5.1

Phase 1 - Reserve Creation Proposal Development

10~1

of
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The Reserve Creation Process begins when the First Nation submits a Band
Council Resolution (BCR) and the Reserve Creation Proposal to the AANDC
Region seeking Reserve Creation. At a minimum, the Reserve Creation Proposal
must include:
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

v.
vi.
vii.

viii.
IX.

x.

xi.
xii.

The applicable Policy category;
Selection Area ;
Land Use - Unless otherwise stated in an Agreement, the First Nation must
describe the current and intended use of the Proposed Reserve Land;
Where available, the offer to purchase, title search including, the registered
owner(s), and a general description of Proposed Reserve Land sufficient to
identify location;
Proximity of the Proposed Reserve Land to a Local Government;
Whether mineral rights are to be included and, if so, the registered owner(s);
Although an Environmental Site Assessment is not required at this stage, any
environmental information of the historical, current and intended use of the
Proposed Reserve Land;
Transaction costs applicable under the Policy (and the potential source of
funds) ;
Other net benefits of Proposed Reserve Land use;
Results of investigations identifying existing encumbrances normally achieved
by a title search, provincial canvass , and/or site visit, and including supporting
documentation if applicable;
Any known provincial, municipal, Aboriginal , or other interests; and
Whether services are required. If services are required , enumerate what
services and the plan to provide for or acquire them .

5.1.2 If the Reserve Creation Proposal adds to an existing Reserve, the BCR should
set out the name and number of the existing Reserve. If the Reserve Creation
Proposal involves the creation of. a new Reserve , the proposed name and
number of the new Reserve should be identified in the BCR. Naming should be
in accordance with the Geographical Names Board of Canada.
5.1.3 Reserve Creation Proposals must be submitted to the AANDC Region within
which the majority of the First Nation's land is located , regardless of the Selection
Area.

5.2

Ph ase 2 - Letter of Support

5.2.1

AANDC staff may discuss the Reserve Creation Proposal with the First Nation
before the determination contemplated by 5.2.3, and assist the First Nation in the
preparation of the Reserve Creation Proposal where appropriate.

---~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~=-c::---
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5.2.2 Upon receipt of a Reserve Creation Proposal, a written acknowledgement of
receipt will be provided by AANDC Region to the First Nation.
5.2.3 Following receipt, AANDC will determine whether or not the proposal meets the
minimum requirements set out in 5.1.1 of this Directive. When that review is
complete, AANDC will advise the First Nation in writing of the results of the
determination. If the Reserve Creation Proposal has not met the minimum
requirements, the Region will advise the First Nation of the deficiencies to be
addressed before the proposal will be considered further.
5.2.4 If the Reserve Creation Proposal has met the minimum requirements , AANDC
will review the Reserve Creation Proposal for the purposes of determining
whether a Letter of Support will be issued.
5.2.5 If a Reserve Creation Proposal is outside the RDG's authority but the RDG and
the First Nation still wish to proceed, the RDG will forward the Reserve Creation
Proposal to the Deputy Minister for review and consideration.
5.2.6 The RDG (or the Deputy Minister) may issue a Letter of Support or reject the
Reserve Creation Proposal. If a Letter of Support is to be issued, AANDC will
identify in the Letter of Support the Reserve Creation Proposal Criteria that must
be satisfied before AANDC will recommend Reserve Creation.
5.2.7 AANDC will provide a written explanation for any Reserve Creation Proposal that
wi ll not be supported. Such explanation may include but is not limited to:
a)
b)
c)

5.3

Reserve Creation Proposal Criteria not able to be readily satisfied
Minister's discretion not to recommend Reserve Creation
AANDC Reserve Creation Proposal implementation planning

Phase 3 - Reserve Creation Proposal Completion

5.3.1 Where a Letter of Support is issued, Regional AANDC and the First Nation will
work together to develop a work plan identifying the requirements to meet the
Reserve Creation Proposal Criteria identified. AANDC and the First Nation will
clarify their respective roles and responsibilities within the process, e.g., with
respect to communications planning, environmental site assessments, surveys,
community planning requirements , mechanisms to address third party interests,
etc.
5.3.2 AANDC will initiate an annual review of each Reserve Creation Proposal with the
First Nation to determine whether work plan objectives have been met. Where
objectives have not been met, the work plan requirements may be revised .
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5.3.3 Once all of the Reserve Creation Proposal Criteria have been satisfied , the First
Nation will ensu re that all of the required information has been forwarded to the
AANDC Region and will advise AANDC that the Reserve Creation Proposal has
been completed.
5.3.4 Transfer of administration and control from a Province or acquisition of the fee
simple title is to be completed in accordance with the Federal Real Property and
Federal Immovables Act and its regulations.
5.3.5 AANDC Region will verify that the Reserve Creation Proposal is complete,
confirm the number and name of the proposed Reserve , and notify the First
Nation that the Reserve Creation Proposal will be submitted to the Minister.

5.4

Phase 4 - Reserve Creation Recommendation

5.4.1

Regional AANDC staff will prepare the OIC or MO submission requesting
Reserve Creation.

5.4.2 The OIC or MO submission is sent to the Minister who may in the case of an ole
submission recommend its approval to the Privy Council, or reject or approve the
MO.
5.4.3 The Governor in Council either rejects or approves the OIC submission.
5.4.4 If the MO or DIG is granted , the MO or OIC is registered in AANDC 's Indian
Lands Registry. Regional Lands staff should arrange for the registration of all
related land title documents in the Indian Lands Registry to be attached to , or
accompany, the registration of the MO or DIG, as applicable.
5.4.5 AANDC Region will notify the First Nation and other relevant parties of the
Reserve Creation and provide each with the registration particulars as required.

6.0

Directive Assessment and review

6.1

AANDC Headquarters, Lands and Economic Development, Lands and
Environmental Monitoring Branch (LEMB) is responsible for any scheduled
review of this Directive , as well as for any ad hoc reviews as necessary.

6.2

The effectiveness of the Directive will be examined using the results of
assessment activities undertaken for the Policy, Directives and other instruments
that flow from them. LEMB may identify and undertake any additional monitoring
and assessment activities necessary.
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Enqui ries
For information on this Directive or to obtain any of the above-noted references,
please contact:
Aboriginal Affa irs and Northern Development Canada
Terrasses de la Chaudiere
10 Wellington, North Tower
Gatineau , Quebec
Postal Address:
Ottawa, Ontario
K1A OH4

Email : InfoPubs@aadnc-aandc.gc.ca
Phone: (toll·free) 1·800·567·9604
Fax: 1· 866·817·3977
TTY: (toll·free) 1·866·553·0554

8.0

Annexes (for templates, checklists)
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Metro Vancouver's Comments on the 2013 Revised Draft Federal Policy on
Additions-to-Reserve/Reserve Creation (September 2013)
Policy Objectives
•

The objectives of the ATR policy are broad in scope and speak to Canada's fiduciary obligations
to Aboriginal peoples. The ATR policy is intended to :
o a) provide clear policy direction for Reserve Creation;
o b) promote consistent assessment, acceptance and implementation of Reserve Creation
Proposals where possible;
o c) consider the interests of all parties and find opportunities for colla boration where
possible; and
o d) streamline the process for Reserve Creation Proposals.

AANDC Objectives for the Proposed Revisions
•

Streamline the ATR proposal and remove duplication:
o Minimum proposal standards: proposals will meet minimum requirements before an
official ATR process will be initiated;
o Earlier letter of Support;
o Improved Service Standards : processing times will be improved thanks to clear service
standard guidelines that will establish for both Canada and First Nations requirements
to complete Reserve Creation;
o Updated Policy Categories: landless First Nations will be required to negotiate a lands
agreement with AANDC before submitting a proposal under the ATR pollcy;
o Consistent Criteria for all Policy Categories;
o Required Environmental Remediation;
o Ensuring that the federal government has consulted with all affected Aboriginal groups;
o Improved Tools for Resolving Third Party Interest s: AANDC will provide a facilitative
role to assist in negotiations, where requested, and subject to resource constraints.

•

Clarify roles and re sponsibilities :
o Joint Work Plan : First Nations and AANDC will be required to complete a Joint Work
Plan that sets out the steps required to complete the ATR.

•

Facilitate economic development:
o Identify Economic Development ATRs: The 2001 policy allowed for "community
development" under the Community Additions category and "economic development"
under the New Reserve category. The new 2013 policy states that lands can be added to
reserve for economic development purposes under the Community Additions category.
o More Flexible locations for ATR : the 2001 policy required that a proposed ATR be near
the existing reserve to deliver services at little or no cost. The new policy expands the
selection area to within a First Nation's traditional territory, and applies throughout the
entire province.

Key Policy Changes of Interest to local Government:
•

Economic Development
o The proposed policy changes are intended to facilitate economic development on Indian
Reserves. The new 2013 policy states that lands can be added to reserve for economic
development purposes under the Community Additions category.
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o

The revised policy exp ands se lection area to the entire province but with in a traditio nal

te rritory. Proposed ATR lands can also be outside the First Nation' s traditional territory,
provided they are within the province or territory where the majority of the First
Nation's existing Reserve land is located.

o

This policy change may read to a patchwork of jurisdictions across the region,
particularly if the applicant First Nation proposes land use for the ATR lands that is
incompatible with neighbouring municipal land use planning.

o

•

•

Metro Va ncouver recognizes th e potential for market development on First Nat ion s'
lands to be mutually be neficial for Aboriginal communities and their ne ighbouring
local governments. Howeve r, First Nations applying for ATR need to be made aware of
multiple barriers local governments face in providing services to Indian Reserves,
including feasibility. capacity (legal, physical, fiscal) and political concerns. Regional
and municipal interests mu st be recognized in the ATR approva l process to ensure that
the applicant First Nation rece ives utility services it requires in a timely manner.
o First Nation econom ic deve lopment projects in urban areas often involve multi-unit
residential housing t argeted at the non-aborigina l market which creates servicing
demands that are much broade r than basic utility services. As a consequence, region al
interests mu st includ e local transporation authorities such as 'TransUnk' and its
requisite tra nsporation st rategies-, se rvices, property taxes and other levies that are
integral to economic developm e nt within the region.
Non-Contiguous land s:
o The new policy promotes a non-contiguous lands approach with respect to ATR
proposals allowing First Nations to access lands non-adjacent to the existing reserves for
economic development, such as lands close to highways and urban centers.
o Servicing non-contiguous reserve lands may be challenging and costly.
o The Local Government Act requ ires that a ll works and services provided by the
regional dist rict be consistent with the Regional Growth Strategy (Section 865(1)).
Metro Va nco u ~ er may, the refore, be preclud ed from providing services to lands th at
are not currently serviced becau se, pursuant to the local Government Act, the GVRD
must conform to the Regional Growth Strategy.
Servicing Agre ements/Financial Impacts/ land Use Pl anning:
o A requi rement to negotiate agreements related to joint land use planning/bylaw
harmonization, tax considerations, service provision and future dispute resolution
contained in the 2001 policy is no longer dearly stated in the revised policy.
o The word "an agreement" is now replaced with "a Municipal Service Agreement" in the
revised "Outstanding local Government Issues" section. The definition of "a Municipa l
Service Ag reement" needs to be expanded to include regional transportation services
such as those provided by 'TransUnk' . The revised Federal policy does not layout
specific formulas for compensation, nor does the Federal policy require the First Nation
to pay compensation in all circumstances; the local government may not seek
compensation or the tax loss may not be considered significant.
o The revised Federal policy does not layout specific formulas for compensation, nor does
the Federal policy require the First Nation to pay compensation in all circumstances; the
local government may not seek compensation or the tax loss may not be considered
significant.
o local governments are required to recover the full costs of all local services,
including the costs of regional services and regional t ransportation services
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('Translink'). The provisions of the Regional Growth Strategy limit the exposure to
develop and ensure that the regional tax payers do not end up paying for the costs
of projects that are not contemplated in the Regional Growth Strategy. Regional
servicing issues, including the collection and remittance of all requisite Metro
Vancouver property taxes and develop cost charges clearly need to be addressed
under the revised ATR policy.

•

Third Party Interests:
o

The 2013 policy includes very few references to local governments and the need for

consultation as part of the review/approval process for ATR proposals.
The specifics of dealing with a third party are not clear. Problems of access may arise if
lands are already held by third party interests.
a Moreover, the absence of dispute resolution mechanisms betwee n First Nations an d
local governments has not been addressed in th e 2013 policy.
Consultation Timeline :
a The 2013 policy no longe r refers to the gO-day review period; instead, the applicant
First Nation is required to notify the affected local government in writing of the Reserve
Creation Proposal to give the loca l gove rnment an opportunity to assess any potential
impacts of the Proposal on their existing land use plans and service delivery.
a Since no specific timeline for the review process is provided, this may prove to be
problematic for when it is time to provide a response and a deadline date is unknown or
unclear to potential respondents.
a Regional districts and municipalities require sufficient time to consider a proposal for
ATR that takes into consideration the various processes required for Board and
Council reports and public consultation.
Local Government Approval:
a Loca l governments have no general or unilateral veto with respect to a Reserve Creation
Proposal.
o Local governments need to be consulted and engaged in the ATR process to effectively
assess any potential impacts of the ATR proposa l on their existing land use plans and
service delivery.
o

•

•

•

Regional Districts
a Even though the 2013 policy does not explicitly recognize regional districts, it now
includes the broader term "Local Governments "replacing the term "Municipalities" that
was used throughout the 2001 policy.
a Consideration could be given in the revised draft ATR policy to replacing the term
"other authorities" with the term "regional a uthorities" so that the revised definition
for ' Local Government' would read: "a city, town, vif/age or other built-up area with
municipal or regional authorities and includes a rural or urban municipality, or
regional transportation authority, as defin ed in relevant provincial legislation."

General Observations:
• The ATR policy applies only to Reserve lands and Indian Bands, including First Nations operating
under the First Nations Land Management Act.
• The ATR policy review is technical in nature as changes are not intended to address substantive
policy questions. However, it should also be noted that the revised policy is a work in progress
and requires federal department approvals prior to it being officially released.
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•

The 2013 policy is much more succinct; the number of pages has been reduced from 73 to 31.
Also, a number of sections have been removed from the 2001 policy.

•

While the revised policy does not remove the obligation for First Nations to consu lt with local
governments on ATR proposals, the language utilized in the 2013 policy is less forthright. Local

governments continue to not have a general veto power, although local government concerns
are to be solicited and addressed by First Nations during the ATR process. The wording in some

sections of relevance to local government seems vague and ambiguous, especially in relation to
consultation timelines and a requirement to negotiate agreements with local governments to
address specific issues and concerns regarding land use and servicing arrangements.
•

The policy document refers to "Reserve Creation" more often than "Ad ditions-to-Reserve". This
appears to signal a change in focus or intent of ATR applications (i.e. not adding to existing
Reserve lands, but rather creating additiona l Reserves).

Based on a review of a draft version of a revised Additions-to-Reserve policy, the following issues of
concern for local government have been identified below and summarized in the table titled: "A
Comparative Analysis of Metro Vancouve r's Position Paper on the Additions to Reserve (ATR) Policy, the
Standing Senate Committee Report, and the 2013 Revised ATR Policy" (Attachment).
This analysis focuses on the following key areas of interest for municipalities and regional districts
regarding the ATR policy : engagement process, commu nications, servicing, land use planning, budgetary
stability, approval process, time required for public processes, and jurisdictional uncertainty.
1) Managing the Process of Additions-to-Reserve
local Government Engagement:
•

The federal ATR policy was developed in 1972 to allow First Nation to add land to existing
reserves or to create new reserves. The policy was first revised in 1991 then again in 2001 and
most recently in 2013.

•

In the 1990s, AANDC (former INAC) and the Assembly of First Nations undertook joint review of
the addition to reserve policy. During the review pe riod, many First Nations were critical of the
policy indicating that the policy was too restrictive and treated all proposals in the same way,
regardless of whether they were routine or complicated. According to some First Nations, the
'one-size fits all' approach to conducting site-specific reviews of addition proposals resulted in a
lengthy and inefficient process.

•

In 2010, the former Lower Mainland Treaty Advisory Committee (LMTAC) was invited to
participate in an AANDC evaluation of the 2001 ATR policy to provide comments and
recommendations from a local government perspective. Further to this request, LMTAC
compiled comments from its membership and conveyed them directly to the federal
government for consideration. Since 2010, local governments have not received any specific
updates as to how the feedback provided had informed AANDC's evaluation process of the ATR
policy.

•

In May 2013, Metro Vancouver drafted a report that examined the report of the Standing
Senate Committee on Aboriginal Peoples titled: "Additions to Reserve: Expediting the Process".
The federal report on ATR was analyzed in relation to local government interests, as presented
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in Metro Vancouver's position paper entitled: "A Metro Va ncouver Position Paper on the
Federal Additions-ta-Reserve (ATR) Process and the First Nations Commercial and Industria l
Development Act (FNCIDAJ".
•

In response to multiple request s f or reforming t he exist ing ATR policy t hat Fi rst Nation witnesses
brought to the attention of the Standing Senate Committee in 2012, AANOC has brought
forwa rd the proposed revisions to the Policy on ATR/Reserve Creation. In July 2013, the federal
government communicated its request for feedback to all First Nation communities across
canada, as well as provincial governments and other stakeholders, including local governments.

•

AANDC has advised Metro Vancouve r of the opportunity to submit feedback on a draft version
of the revised ATR policy. AANDC launched an online feedback form process on the revised
policy with the dea'dline for input on September 30,2013. This deadline provides local
governments with a very short t imeline to review the policy and relay local government
comments to the federal governme nt.

•

On August 1, 2013, Metro Vancouver staff informed MTAC ofthe revised ATR policy and the
federal public comment period. MTAC members were encouraged to share their perspectives on
the policy changes and to respond with comments to Metro Vancouver or directly to the federal
government by the September 30, 2013 deadline .

•

One of the guid ing principles for th e appl ication process under the new ATR policy states that
"the views and interests of provincial- territorial and locol governments will be considered, and
collaboration between the First Nations and those governments will be encouraged on issues of
mutual interest and concern" (2013 ATR, p. S). It is further stated that "options to address third
party interests or rights on lands will be identified when considering Reserve Creation Proposals".

•

A simila r discussion on municipal relations already exists in the 2001 policy under Section 6
Principles for Site-Specific Criteria (2001 ATR, p. 14). In this section, AANDC recognizes that ATR
proposals may impact on municipal governments and this requires that they be advised of ATR
proposals within t heir ju risdictions and have an opportunity t o express their interests.

•

The need for discussions and negotiations between applicant First Nations and affected local
governments with respect to ATR proposals within municipal boundaries is also stressed in the
2001 po licy (2001 ATR, p. 16). The 2013 policy, on the other hand, includes very few references
to loca l governments and the need for consultation as part of the review/approval process for
ATR proposals.

Expedited Process
•

The Standing Senate Committee report on ATR identifies the lack of dispute resolution
mechanisms and inadequate resources on the part of First Nat ions and AANDC as the main
reasons for delays in the processing of ATR requests. Although expediting the ATR process was
the main focus for the Comm ittee in t he context of reforming the ATR process, t hese two key
issues are not addressed in the revised policy.
Resources
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•

The new 2013 policy does not deal with First Nations' concern about inadequate resources to
initiate and successfully complete an ATR application process. AANDC is not obligated by the
policy to provide funding for Re~erve Creation activities, induding land acquisition, surveys,
environmental costs, transactional costs, incremental costs, and any additional funding for

infrastructure, housing, or other capital costs.
•

Unless already provided for in an Agreement or in a service agreement between the First Nation

and the local government, the First Nation is responsible for paying any negotiated net tax loss
adjustment.
•

The ATR application process expends time, human, technical and financial resources, particularly
fo r First Nations and third parties. Local governments can be financially impacted in a negative
way by potential ATR proposals; thus, capacity funding from the Crown is essential for ensuring
that First Nations and third parties are properly engaged in the ATR process.
Dispute Resolution

•

The absence of dispute resolution mechanisms to assist First Nations in their negotiations with
local governments has not been addressed in the 2013 policy.

•

The new policy does not identify specific steps that need to be taken to ensure effective
communication planning in the early stages of every ATR proposal so that local and regional
communities and First Nation communities are kept informed. Local governments are faced with
uncertainty whether AANDC and First Nations fully understand municipal and regional
governments - their role, functions, plans, policies and practices.

•

The policy states that AANDC promotes a "good neighbour" approach, which means that any
discussions between First Nations and local government would be conducted with good will,
good faith and reasonableness. However, this approach alone may not be the most effective
tool for resolving disputes that may arise between the First Natio ns and local governments.
Overlapping Cla ims and Shared Territories

•

Under the 2013 policy, AANDC will consider potential or established Abo riginal and Treaty rights
of Aborigin al peoples and will assess whether the Crown has met its duty to consult before
setting apart lands as Reserve.
Regional Districts

•

Even though the 2013 policy does not explicitly mention regional districts, it now indudes the
broader term " local Governments" which replaced the term " Municipalities" t hat was
extensively used throughout the 2001 policy. The use of this broader term encompassing both
municipalities and regiona l districts addresses a past loca\ government concern related to the
lack of a forma l recognition of regional governments in the ATR process.

•

A doser look at the definition section of the revised policy reveals that the term "Local
Government" is defi ned as "0 city, town, village or other built-up area with municipal or other

authoritIes and includes a rural or urban municipality, as defined in relevant provincial
legislation"(2013 ATR, p. 25). It should be noted that the ATR policy is a national policy that
applies to all provinces in Canada. Regional governments, on the other hand, are specific to the
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province of British Columbia. As such, regional districts may be intended to fall under the term
"other authorities".
•

However, for greater clarity, consideration could be given in the draft 2013 ATR policy to

replacing the term "other authorities" with the term "regional authorities" so that the revised
definition for 'Loca l Government' would read: "0 city, town, village or other built-up area with
municipal or regional authorities and incfudes a rural or urban municipality, as defined in

relevant provincial legis/ation."
Consultation (p. 11)
•

Once a proposal for an addition has been assessed as satisfying one or more of the policy
justifications, the second element of decision-making involves site-specific considerations; a
proposal is considered in light of a numberoffactors including, but not limited to: the results of
an environmental review, existing encumbrances, third party access, and land descriptions.

•

In addition to these general considerations, consultations must take place to address the
concerns of the relevant province and the affected local government (s) .

•

In contrast to the Province, local governments are no longe r provided with three months to
express their views about the Reserve Creation Proposal. The new policy no longer refers to the
90-day review period for responding to a First Nation's ATR proposal; instead, the applicant
First Nation needs to notify the local government in writing of the Reserve Creation Proposal to
give the local government an opportunity to assess any potential impacts of the Proposal on
their existing land use plans and service delivery. No specific timeline for the review process is
provided .

•

This statement is ambiguous as the duration of the review period remains unclear. Local
governments, unaware of specific fede ral timelines for ATR approval processes, may be faced
with a situation where their responses are received too late to be considered by the federal
department. For instance, the time required for municipal councils to revise an Official
Community Plan or approve a boundary extension may range from six months to one year. The
more contentious the issue, the more time is required for public consultation. There appears to
be no reciprocal obligation for AANDC and the First Nation to respond to any issues raised by
local government.

•

It is not clear how exactly the new policy will facilitate effective consultation and promote
discussions between First Nations and local governments on issues of mutual interest and
concern beyond the requirement for the applicant First Nation to notify the affected local
government of its application to add reserve lands located within or adjacent to the local
government.

•

The 2013 policy does not offer any improvements to the already existing requirement under the
2001 policy for consultation with affected local governments. Successful negotiations and
dialogue between First Nation and local communities will require mean ingful consultation and
consideration of local government interests that go beyond mere notification.
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2) Dealing with Municipal and Third·Party Inte rests
•

The Standing Senate Committee report identifies several w ays in which the ATR process will be
improved . Many Fi rst Nation witnesses requested that the federal government better support
negotiations between First Nations and local governments through improved guidelines,
r eso urces and dispute resolution mechanisms u nde r the ATR policy. Those have not been
provided.

•

Local governments have also expressed concerns about the many implications of the po licy for
municipa lities and regional districts, ra nging from tax loss, incompatible land use, and the lack of
consultation mechanisms.

•

The ATR process generally includes three stages: 1) land acquisition, 2) stakeholder negotiations
and 3) approval of addition to reserve by the Minister or the Governor in Council; however, a
re view of t he revised policy shows that ve ry little attention is given to the second stage. In
particular, the 2013 policy includes ha rd ly any references t o loca l government and the need for
consultation as part of the policy review and ATR proposal assessment.

Fina nci a l Impacts
•

The First Nation is responsible for negotiat ion o f agree ments with local gove rnm ents, including
agreements for municipal services or net tax loss adjustment. AANDC is not a party to any
agreement for municipal services or net tax loss compensation.

•

A requ irement to negotiate arrangements re lat ed to joint land use planning/bylaw
harmon ization, tax conside rations, service provision and future dispute resolution contained in
the 2001 policy is no longer clearly stated in the revised policy (2013 ATR p. 16; 2001 ATR p. 27).
The requirement to negotiate meant that First Nations and local governments had to engage in
discussions based on good wil l, good faith and reasonableness.

•

For instance, under the 2001 ATR policy, municipalities could ask to negotiate a formal
agreement with the First Nation before the reserve was created . In situations where affected
municipalities had requested such form alized agreeme nts to be signed, lands were not granted
rese rve status until an agreement was reached with t he applicant First Nation. The on ly
exception was where AANDC had a legal obligation to proceed w ith an addition or where
municipalities have not been bargaining in good faith.

•

The issues to be negotiated incl uded: measures to compensate for tax loss, arrangements for
t he provision of and paym ent for municipa l services, bylaw application and enforcement, joint
consu ltative process for matters of mutual concern such as land use planning, and dispute
resolution . However, despite this existing requirement, many local govern ments were not aware
that they could require a negotiated forma l agreement before the reserve was created within
their boundaries and, in fact, such written agreement s negotiated between First Nations and
affected municipalities were not common in British Columbia.

•

The ambiguity around the requirement to negotiate arrangements related to joint land use
planning/bylaw harmonization, tax considerations, service provision and future dispute
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resolution needs to be clarified as the lack of this prerequisite may have serious implications for
those local governments faced with ATR proposals adjacent to or within their boundaries.
•

The new language is much softer: what used to be a requirement is now a suggested course of

action/recommendation. It is stated that First Nations and local governments will discuss issues
of mutual interest and concern Uoint land-use planning/bylaw harmonization, tax
considerations, service provision or dispute resolution); a First Nation-Local Gove rnment

agreement may be necessary to address issues of concern such as the provision of services and
potential net tax loss adjustments due to the loss of local government jurisdiction over the
proposed Reserve Land; and the local government and First Nation should formalize such an
agreement in writing (the 2001 policy: ''The municipality and First Nation are entitled ta

formalize such an agreement in writing").
•

The "tax adjustment" provisions in the policy are not intended to provide for a municipality's
long term tax loss . Rather the provisions establish the goal of creating a time period during
which municipalities can "adjust" the loss of tax revenue. Any such payments are to be made by
the First Nation and are not guaranteed by either the federal government or the ministry.

Servicing Agreements
•

The federal government retains the discretion to approve the addition where it considers the
First Nation has made reasonable efforts to respond to the issues identified by the municipality.
Unde r the new 2013 policy, AANDC will continue addressing outstanding local government
issues . The Regional Director General (RDG) may choose not to support a Reserve Creation
Proposal in cases where a First Nation has demonstrated an unwillingness to negotiate in good
faith with a local government or where a Municipal Service Agreement is required to provide
essential services to a Reserve, but has not been concluded . Similarly, RDG may agree to support
an ATR proposal where the First Nation is prepared to enter into an agreement on the issues
raised by the local Government and AANDC determines that the local Government is unwilling
to respond in good faith. It is not clear how the federal government will resolve the issue of the
absence of services.

•

The word "an agreement" is now replaced with "a Municipa l Service Agreement" in the revised
"Outstanding Local Government Issues" section (2013 ATR, p. 18).

•

The 2013 policy (section 16.2 Related Policy Instruments) refers First Nations to the Federation
of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) for information on municipal tax and service agreements.

Non-Contiguous Reserve lands
•

"Reserve Creation" is a term frequently used in the new policy. The distinction needs to be
made between the terms "Reserve Creation" and " Addition to Rese rve".

•

" Reserve Creation" is defined as the act of adding land to an existing Reserve or creating a new
Reserve for a First Nation by Order in Council or Ministerial Order; whereas, " Addition to
Reserve" means the act of adding land to an existing Reserve land base of a First Nation.

•

It is also important to note that the term "Addition to Reserve" has been revised to exclude a
reference to " Service area". Under the 2001 policy, the term is defined as "a proposal for the

granting of reserve status to land which is within the service area of an existing reserve
community." (2001 ATR, p. 8)
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•

"Service area" (2001 ATR, p. 8) is defined as "the geographic area 'generally contiguous' to an
existing reserve community within which existing on-reserve programs and community services
can be delivered, infrastructure extended and installations shared, at little or no incremental

cost," This amendment to the "Addition to Reserve"

definition may potentially have implications
for local governments faced with servicing 'non-contiguous' Reserve lands.

•

The "Continuity of Multiple Parcels" section is no longer included in the revised policy. The 2001

policy contained the following statement: "8.1 Where more than one parcel is proposed to be set
aside as reserve, parcels should be contiguous/adjacent to one another." (2001 ATR, p. 25)
•

Non-contiguous lands were not generally granted reserve status under the 2001 policy unless it
was a new band or a new reserve. However, the 2013 policy provides First Nations with greater
flexibility in terms of land selection for future additions. Therefore, it is anticipated that, under
the revised policy, there will be an increase in the number of ATR applications for non-adjacent
parcels. Adding non-contiguous lands to reserve may lead to a patchwork of jurisdictions across
the region creating islands of reserve lands operating under the federal authority. Given the
high costs of servicing non-continuous lands, it may also be impractica l for First Nations to apply
for such additions.

l and Use Planning:
•
•

•
•

First Nations are encouraged to develop land use planning tools in planning for an addition to
reserve and to facilitate land management after Reserve Creation.
"Indemnification Agreement" is an Agreement that sets out terms satisfactory to AANDC on a
number of matters, including agreement by the First Nation to impose appropriate land use
restrictions through land use plans and by-laws (2013 ATR, p. 11)
It is AANDC's policy to avoid the acquisit ion of contaminated land for Reserve Creation .
Local government land use bylaws, zoning and related enforcement is no longe r applicable once
the land is added to Reserve lands . As a result, there could be the potential for incompatible
land uses and land use conflicts.

Third Party Interests :
•
•

•

•
•

•

Language related to policy assessment and review and local government consultation is vague.
The "Policy Assessment and Review" and "Proposal Assessment" sections do not include any
references to local government. The section only states that AANDC will review the Reserve
Creation Proposal in accordance with Directive 10-2: Reserve Creation Process (2013 ATR, p. 7).
Under the 2001 policy, on the other hand, consultation with "province, municipality, other
affected government department" is listed as part of the review/app roval process for ATR
proposals (2001 ATR, p. 9).
The revised "Existing Encumbrances" section (2013 ATR, p. 14) no longer includes a reference to
"a municipality" in the context of discussing existing third party interests.
The 2001 (p. 24) policy includes the following statement t hat has been removed from the
revised policy: "These encumbrances, which are legal interests in or rights to use the land, are
distinct from the non-legal issues or concerns that a municipality or other third party may raise" .
The new 2013 policy reiterates the absence of loca l gove rnment veto with respect to a Reserve
Creation Proposal. New wording appears in the revised policy in relation to "Provincial
Considera t ions". The new 2013 policy clearly states that provincial Governments do not have a
veto with respect to a Reserve Creation Proposal. The Deputy Minister or Minister may be asked
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to review an ATR Proposa l should there be any outstanding issues or concerns arising from
provincia l consultations:
a 2001 Policy: "11.3 Whife the First Nation has the lead role in discussions with provincial
governments, upon request from the First Nation, INAC may hove a role in providing
technical assistance in support of that fead."

o

2013 Policy: "e) While provincial Governments must be consulted, they hove no general
or unilateral veto with respect to a Reserve Creation Proposal. Where AANDC is satisfied
that concerns arising from these consultations have been addressed, a Reserve Creation
Proposal may proceed in accordance with the Policy" (2013 ATR, p. 16) .

Economic Development Cat egory:
•

The revised Policy Statement indicates that Reserve Creation may serve a broader public
interest by supporting the community, social and economic objectives of First Nations by
expanding a First Nation's land base (2013 ATR, p. 4) . Simi lar to the 2001 policy, the new policy
includes t hree key policy categories used to review ATR proposals: 1) legal obligations and
agreements, 2) community additions, and 3) tribunal decisions. The third ATR policy category
has been modified to focus on 'Tribunal Decisions' as opposed to 'New Reserves/Other Policy'.

•

The revised third category of Reserve Creation relates to situations where lands are awarded to
First Nations by t he specific claims tribunal for decisions failing to fulfill a legal obligation of the
Crown to provide lands under a treaty or another Agreement, or a breach of a legal obligations
arising from the Crown's provision or non-provision of Reserve land, or an illegal disposition by
the Crown of Reserve lands . The establishment of new Reserves is now covered under the Legal
Obligations and Agreements category.

•

Economic development is now listed as one of the reasons for adding Reserve lands under the
Community Additions category of Reserve Creation (2013 ATR, p. 6). Adding economic
development as one ofthe criteria for additions signifies a considerable policy change as
contrasted with the 2001 lands selection policy direction. In fact, economic development has
become the main focus for many First Nation organizations across Canada in the context of
reforming the ATR policy. First Nation witnesses who appeared before the Standing Senate
Committee emphasized the need to make the ATR process less restrictive and allow ATR for
economic development purposes.

•

•

First Nations Commercial and Industrial Development Act (FNCrDA)
The First Nations Commercial and Industrial Development Act (FNCIDA) is listed as one of the
key pieces of legislation applicable to the ATR/Reserve Creation policy. The inclusion of the
FNClDA in the ATR policy closely relates to the local government concerns that the former
LMTAC has articulated in its discussion pape r titled: "local Government Issues and Interests on
the First Nations Commercial and Industrial Development Act and the First Nations Certainty of
Land Tile Act" .
The point stressed in the paper is that the FNClDA legislation may lead to an increase in ATR
applications as new lands added to Reserve could become FNCIDA designated projects. The
revised policy further reaffirms the existing linkages between the ATR process and FNCtDA.
Given that the new policy lists economic development as one of the Reserve Creation
categories, the applicant First Nation proposing to create new reserve for economic reasons is
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no longer obliged to demonstrate that the economic benefits could not be substantially
achieved under another form of land holding/tenure and that the tax advantage associated with
Reserve status is not in itself sufficient justification for Reserve status under the community

additions category.
•

On the AANDC website, under the "Process, Roles and Responsibilities" section of the FNCIDA
process, applicant First Nations are informed that confirmation has to be included in the FNClDA
project proposal if the land is reserve land or if it is proposed as an ATR. It appears that, under
the new policy regime, First Nations will be able to use the ATR process for market
development, including commercial and industrial development under FNCIDA. The use of the
ATR process for economic development purposes signifies a major policy shift.

Local Gove rnment Perspective
•

•

The proposed changes to the ATR policy reaffirm Canada's commitment to improving the
economic and social conditions of First Nations living on Indian Reserves. The federal
government and First Nations view expanding the Reserve land base through ATR as an
important mechanism for fostering economic development:
o

2007: Standing Senate Committee o"n Aboriginal Peoples' report: "Sharing Canada's
Prosperity - A Hand Up, Not a Hand Out" on the special study of the involvement of
Aborigina l communities in economic development activities; the report concluded that
limited access to lands and resources is a principle barrier to Aboriginal economic
development that must be addressed as an urgent priority.

o

2011: Canada-First Nations Joint Action Plan intended to enable strong, sustainable and
self-sufficient First Nation communit ies. The Joint Action Plan between AANDC and AFN
included a Joint Working Group on ATR reform to explore options to improve the ATR
process to enable First Nation to pursue economic opportunities.

o

2012 : Federal Framework for Aboriginal Eco nomic Dev elopment recognizes that faster
processes for additions to reserves are essential to economic progress.

o

2012: St anding Senat e Committee on Aboriginal Peoples' report: "Additions-toReserve - Expediting the Process". Multiple witnesses argued that the requirement of
negotiating agreements with local governments on lost municipal taxes prior to land
conversion puts financial pressure on First Nation communities and thereby impedes
their economic and social development. The committee concluded that potential
benefits resulting from economic developments on First Nations' land may outweigh
any tax loss for municipalities .

Metro Vancouver recognizes the potential for market development on First Nations' lands to be
mutually beneficial for Aboriginal communit ies and their neighbouring local governments. local
governments, as potential provide rs of services to neighbou ring Reserves, also have a role to
play in unlocking the economic potential of reserve lands. By providing essential services such as
water and sewe r to on-Reserve development projects, local governments take active pa rt in
supporting on-Reserve economic development.
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•

However, in order to assist First Nations in fulfilling t heir economic development aspirations by

expanding thei r land base, loca l governments need to be consulted and engaged in the ATR
process to effectively assess any potential impacts of the ATR Proposal on their existing land use
plans and service delivery.
•

First Nations applying for ATR need to be made awa re of mult iple barriers local governments

face in providing services to Indian Reserves, incl uding feasibility, capacity (legal, physica l, fiscal)
and political concerns. Regional and municipa l interests must be recognized in the ATR approval
process to ensure that the applicant First Nation receives utility services it requires in a timely
manner.
n43247
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